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FOREWORD 

 

 

“Everywhere does an early inkling precede subsequent knowledge”1 

Alexander Freiherr von Humboldt 

(1769 - 1859) 

 

 

I started with assumptions and opinions about how health care should be distributed, 

which were merely based on so-called “common knowledge”. In the course of this 

work, I had to surrender parts of my presumptions to an increasing basis of knowledge 

and understanding, this time supported by facts and research theories. I hope that this 

thesis has the same opinion challenging effect on the reader as it had on the writer. 

(Lucas J. F. Röhlinger 2017) 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the temporary context of rural out-outmigration, growing agglomerations, demographic ageing and 

medical advancement, the task of providing all inhabitants with sufficient health care accessibility has 

become a challenge. Especially in rural regions like Sweden’s Upper Norrland, where the population 

density is in most parts at a European minimum.  

Main aim of this thesis is elaborate and present an accessibility profile of the region Upper Norrland, in 

context of medical care services. The identification of accurate individual driving times to medical 

facilities were a main goal. How Patients’ accessibility varies between different types of doctors and 

facilities as well as across patients’ age groups was examined. Additionally, patients that have a driving 

time of less than 30 minutes to medical service where classified as accessible while those with longer 

driving times where classified as inaccessible. The way these groups vary in socio-economic and –

demographic factors was examined. The research design is a quantitative exploratory one. As method a 

network analysis was conducted on the basis of individual geo-referenced data of 2012’s inhabitants of 

Upper Norrland. The main finding state, that over 80% of the population have ten minutes or less driving 

time to the next medical doctor. Half of the population can access a hospital within ten minutes or less. 

The share of inaccessible individuals (>30min) is small and distributed foremost dispersedly in the inland. 

2.8% of the population are inaccessible to Medical Doctors, 23% to hospital care. People aged 60 and 

above have significantly longer driving times. Some risk factors, like age, were identified to be higher for 

the inaccessible population. 

In conclusion, the analysed results state short driving times for the overwhelming majority in Upper 

Norrland. With conventional fixed facilities, the disadvantaged cannot be supplied with reasonable 

access. Same areas are moreover endangered of losing the remaining medical capabilities due to 

migration and a lack of rejuvenescence. In the long run the competent planners and authorities must 

instead envisage other alternatives, like virtual, smart or mobile health care. In the rural areas, facilities 

must be kept functioning as long as possible, especially services like maternity care, that are often 

perceived vital for the viability of rural spaces.  
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populated; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Most types of services are distributed uneven in space. High 

concentrations of inhabitants, as in cities allow for a greater 

diversity and accessibility of services. Health care is one of 

the fields, where this principle applies. Bigger cities often 

offer facilities with greater capabilities, capacities as well as 

more modern and specialised stuff and equipment. At the 

same time, the steady progress in medicine requires 

constant technological modernisations and creates new 

fields of demand.  

Parallel to this development, there is a trend of 

urbanisation, of moving from rural to agglomerated areas. 

This centralisation leaves a problem behind in shape of 

those inhabitants who remain in the rural area and want to 

be supplied with necessary services, like health care. 

In, the highly industrialised, mechanised and digitalized 

societies, the demographic change and the aging 

population puts further strain on the rural areas 

particularly. They are affected most, since primarily the 

young are leaving the country side. 

In Sweden, huge parts of the country’s north are 

exceedingly sparsely populated while the physical 

dimensions are hardly comparable with other European 

regions. Since Sweden is counted among the most 

developed countries, its handling of these challenges could 

have a pioneering character for other (western) countries. 

Recently press reports in Sweden about the seriousness of 

inaccessibility attracted attention like the case of Sollefteå’s 

maternity care that was closed. Local people were 

demonstrating against the closing plan, which as a 

consequence expected local mothers to travel more than 

100 km, either to Örnsköldsvik or Sundsvall in order to give 

birth. This incident rose awareness for health care 

accessibility and gave the impulse to investigate the 

accessibility situation in the two most northern Swedish 

counties Västerbotten and Norrbotten. Both counties 

together form the region of Upper Norrland1, one of the 

least populated in Sweden as well as in whole Europe. Since 

                                                                 
1 Upper Norrland will be used synonymously with the combined 
area of VB and NB throughout the thesis. 

accessibility and remoteness are tightly linked, this region is 

a more vulnerable one, when it comes to a lack of medical 

care accessibility. 

Sweden is also well known for its commitment for social 

welfare and health care is one important pillar of that. This 

commitment and the efforts to provide good health care for 

the entire population is put to a severe test when 

confronted with the challenges the sparsely populated vast 

region of Upper Norrland presents. 

With preceding urbanisation, the demographic 

development and an emerging policy of maximised 

efficiency in the service sector, the question of accessible 

health care in rural areas is a very modern and important 

research topic within the planning related context of 

“keeping rural areas alive”. 

 

1.1. AIM AND QUESTION OF THE STUDY 

This thesis aims to investigate, elaborate and present an 

accessibility profile for Upper Norrland, in the context of 

health care services.  

This profile is comprised by and should answer the following 

questions: 

(i) How are individual driving times distributed in Upper 

Norrland? 

(ii) How do driving times differ with age of the patient? 

(iii) How do driving times differ with types of the doctors? 

(iv) How is the population divided along a 30 min. driving 

time threshold? 

(v) How are socioeconomic and –demographic factors 

differing between the established groups of accessible 

inhabitants and inaccessible ones? 

(vi) How could additional facilities cover inaccessible 

patients and where would their location be? 
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Additionally to a theoretical framework, also the basic 

functions and mechanisms of the Swedish health care 

system will be alluded. This is important to understand the 

capabilities and limitations of the current system as well as 

the kind of services inhabitants can expect. For readers 

unfamiliar with the Swedish health care system, this section 

will provide the necessary insight. 

With the accessibility profile established and analysed, 

policy implications and possible approaches to mitigate will 

be discussed. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAME 

2.1. GEOGRAPHY OF HEALTH 

A causal connection between health and space was 

established very early on in history. In fact, in ancient 

Greece, it was no other but Hippocrates – famous for the 

oath named after him - who proclaimed “Airs, Water and 

Places” (BROWN ET AL. 2010 : 326) being determinants for 

human health. Geography since then was most often issued 

in context of potentially infectious diseases, with the aim to 

learn about the interplay of space and illnesses (BROWN ET 

AL. 2010 : 326 f.). However, space and location can also play 

in vital role for the capabilities to prevent illnesses. 

Litva and Eyles present three main theoretical approaches 

to look on medical geography (1995 : 6), being Structural 

functionalism, Conflict theory or Symbolic interactionism. 

These grand theoretical frames will be discussed in the 

following.  

 

2.2. PREVIOUS STUDIES, MODELS AND CONCEPTS 

2.2.1. Human health policy 

For people socialised in states of Scandinavia, Germany or 

France, the welfare state, grounded on solidarity and 

equipped with ample social protection systems is perceived 

as matter of course. However, from time to time it is 

necessary to bring to mind again, why the achievement of 

welfare as political agenda is so precious. 

The main two reasons for having a state with social welfare 

is first the acknowledgement that people are different in 

their needs as well as their ability to contribute and provide 

for themselves and their families. Second is the solidarity to 

insist, that despite the differences, all people have the same 

entitlement to live a decent live in dignity. Solidarity is the 

humanitarian stand against social Darwinism and its survival 

of the fittest. To assure the survival of all, the social welfare 

state establishes social security systems in the shape of 

pensions, unemployment compensation or public health 

care (BAMBRA 2007 : 1098; MARCKMANN 2008).  

The Institute of Medicine defines public health as our 

collective behaviour, pursuing to ensure all necessary 

conditions for people to be healthy (BROWN ET AL. 2010). The 

WHO came up already 1946 with a similar perception, 

defining public health as the “state of complete physical, 

mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of 

disease or infirmity”(WHO 2003 : 1). 

DANIELS, who is one of the most influential proponent of a 

moral duty for just and equal health (care) is using Rawls’s 

theory of justice to take a stand for public HC (DANIELS 2008 

: 37). He is arguing that by promoting and maintaining 

people’s health publicly, society is granting individuals to be 

less determined by their physical and mental status and 

thereby granting the chance to live up to their potentials. 

This, so Daniels, should not be denied by society. Ruger 

(2009) brings up a similar argument, being that the quality 

of HC services is one of the most important determinants 

for the health capabilities of individuals (RUGER 2009 : 

9,87,99).  

 

But there are also theorists, who believe that an accessible 

quality health care system is not per se increasing / 

promoting public health (ENGSTER 2014 : 152). Goldman and 

Lakdawalla could prove for several regions in the US, that a 

higher usage of HC Services is not necessarily increasing 

public health (GOLDMAN & LAKDAWALLA 2010 : 2). Also Roose 

et al. showed that the amount of medical resources like 

hospital beds have only limited influence on mortality. 

Furthermore, even in states with ample HC services 

accessible for everyone, significant health disparities occur 

between the most and the least benefited groups in society 

(MARMOT 2006; WILKINSON & WILKINSON 2002). 

Those researchers do not neglect the benefits of HC 

Services for public health. However, they claim, that social 

determinants are much more influential: 
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“…health care’s overall contribution to health 

is small compared with the influence of social 

and environmental factors, and in most cases 

it functions simply to mitigate problems 

rooted in social and environmental causes.” 

(ENGSTER 2014 : 152) 

 

Social determinants for individuals’ health are foremost 

their diet, lifestyle, weight and exercise which themselves 

are depending on individuals’ education, occupation, 

income and their social surrounding (ENGSTER 2014 : 153). 

Following these findings, Blank and Burau argue radically, 

that if a state’s main goal is to maximise public health, funds 

would be better invested in mitigating poverty, fighting 

crime and promoting a healthy lifestyle, since healthy 

people would not need HC services in the first place (BLANK 

& BURAU 2013). Considering that, a just HC agenda consists 

only partially of the provision of HC services, since pursuing 

equal chances in public health requires also a set of changes 

in creating health values and transforming lifestyle.  

Similarly, the health behaviour model (HBM) by Aday and 

Andersen (1975) tries to evaluate public health in a holistic 

way. They see three main groups of factors influencing 

human behaviour towards health. Firstly, there are the so-

called predisposing factors like civil status, social 

environment and perception of healthy behaviour. These 

are determining the individual’s vulnerability towards 

illnesses. Secondly, the enabling characteristics, being 

socioeconomically relevant like financial situation, status of 

health insurance as well as the individual’s accessibility of 

HC services. The last group are factors of personal need for 

care (ARCURY ET AL. 2005a : 136). This common model in 

geography of health (PAINTER ET AL. 2008) clarifies, that 

accessibility of HC services is but one of several important 

factors to determine personal health. 

As true as this might be, this thesis is focused in the analysis 

on accessibility of HC services. Fact is, parallel to a health 

promotion there still must be a development of public HC 

services, since there will always be people with accidents, 

preconditions or chronical illnesses that have to be cared 

for. The following chapters will define a concept of 

accessibility and explain its implementations for healthcare. 

 

2.2.1. Accessibility 

The Conception of accessibility includes different 

dimensions for different theorists. MacKinnely et al. (2014) 

see accessibility in a very brought synthesis of people, place, 

providers and payment. With people, they mean 

sociodemographic factors and cultural believes towards 

health. Individuals will not even consider visiting a medical 

facility and thereby be limited in accessibility, if their health 

issue is not accepted as such in their social environment. 

This can be a problem in mental illnesses, to give an 

example. Place is referring to the location and its specifics, 

like distance to providers, mobility or present 

infrastructure, which is determining the travel time 

(MACKINNEY ET AL. 2014 : 14). Providers like MDs in this model 

are influencing accessibility through their numbers in an 

area and specialisation fields. They further consider, 

whether certain services are delivered by the providers in 

the first place. An example is the fact, that in many rural 

areas, though there are medical professionals located, they 

are not willing to provide high risk services like obstetrics 

(BRONSTEIN & MORRISEY 1990). The dimension payment is 

considering limits in accessibility due to costs associated 

with HC services, like so-called out-of-pockets costs (OOP) 

(see Chap. 3.3.). Less advantaged individuals might think 

twice about check-up visits. 

MACKINNEY ET AL argue, that the general accessibility of 

individuals can only be as good as the weakest of these four 

dimensions and that therefore policies must recognise all of 

them and their interrelations (MACKINNEY ET AL. 2014 : 16). 

Similarly the term of spatial accessibility (ARCURY ET AL. 

2005a) derives from the HBM (health behaviour model) and 

includes measurement of distance, options of mobility / 

transportation and activity space. These three aspects will 

be scrutinized in the next part. 
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2.2.2. The meaning of Distance 

A common theory is, that the distance between the location 

of residence and the (nearest) health care provider is 

important for the utilisation behaviour of patients. Bosanac 

et al. (1976) for in stance found for the case of west Virginia, 

that about 10% of the population had more than 30-

minutes to a general hospital and that the same individuals 

held sociodemographic indicators showing less advantaged 

health as well as a higher need of medical services (BOSANAC 

ET AL. 1976 : 622). They suggest, that  

 

“geographic inaccessibility is a serious barrier 

to the use of many kinds of needed health 

services”(BOSANAC ET AL. 1976 : 622) 

 

BOSANAC et al. further conclude that travel time or distance 

data in combination with sociodemographic and –economic 

data can identify and qualify the geographical access of 

individuals to health services and recourses (BOSANAC ET AL. 

1976 : 623). 

A more recent study from (ARCURY ET AL. 2005a : 150) 

investigated geographic and spatial behaviour factors in 

health care utilisation. Their multivariate analysis, 

conducted upon 12 rural counties in north Carolina reviled 

that greater distance to care is influencing the number of 

annually check-up visits negatively (ARCURY ET AL. 2005a : 

149). When it comes to visits of chronic patients or urgent 

medical issues, however, the distance seems to play no 

significant roll. If a treatment is not deferrable, the patients 

have hardly a chance but to make the visit and accept 

traveling distance. Another variable in this study was the 

possession of a driver’s license, which leads over to 

mobility. 

 

2.2.3. Mobility 

When thinking about indicators for mobility one obvious 

choice is the accessibility of car-based transportation. 

Arcury et al. (2005b) were investigating the characteristics 

“having a driver’s license” and “having relatives or friends 

who regularly provide transportation” (ARCURY ET AL. 2005b : 

35). They found, that having driver’s license increased the 

number of chronic or check-up visits by 100%. Especially in 

a rural context, this seems to play a major role. Also the 

access to a friend’s or relative’s car showed a significant 

50% increase of visits (ARCURY ET AL. 2005b : 35). 

Urgent needed health care visits on the other hand were 

not influenced by these indicators, since there is no 

alternative to a visit (ARCURY ET AL. 2005b). Public 

transportation was crucial for mobility, but merely for a 

small share of individuals. However public transport will not 

play any role in this paper, also due to the fact that mobility 

in northern Sweden is in general mostly car-based 

(VILHELMSON 1999 : 180). 

In general, traveling times give “more statistically precise 

estimates” (BRONSTEIN & MORRISEY 1990 : 854 f.) to evaluate 

individuals’ accessibility. Reason for that is, that individuals 

value time more than distance or driving costs (BOSANAC ET 

AL. 1976 : 617 f.) 

 

2.2.4. Relativizations of Distance 

There are also voices in the field of medical geography, 

disregarding or doubting the influence of distance on 

individuals’ health. In order to give an unbiased look on 

these theories and to see the results of this thesis in the 

correct light, it is appropriate to include other, 

complementary opinions and findings.  

Though space and distances bare meaning, some authors 

argue, that space in this context is not to be seen as 

absolute, but relative. The importance is relativized by the 

so called experience of space and the individuals activity 

space (ARCURY ET AL. 2005b; NEMET & BAILEY 2000).  

Behind this understanding is the observation, that 

accessibility is also shaped by the individual’s mobility 

behaviour (ARCURY ET AL. 2005a : 137). In this sense, mobility 

is not the possession of a car or public transport, but more 

the physical ability to mobility as well as the habits towards 

mobility. A two thousand meter walk to a doctor might pose 
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no obstacle for younger, generally healthy persons. For 

elderly, who have health problems or walking disorder, this 

distance can be perceived as barrier. 

One method to take mobility behaviour in account is the 

concept of activity space (LYNCH 1960; NEMET & BAILEY 2000). 

It describes the space within which the individual has 

frequent activities, like working, shopping, regular visiting 

or other activities like hobbies. The size of the activity space 

indicates how mobile a person is and thereby how strongly 

distances are relativized (ARCURY ET AL. 2005a).  

The activity space and thus the perception of distance is 

known to be influenced also by the (population-)density of 

the settlement. In urbanized areas the necessary providers 

tend to be much closer to the individuals, compared to rural 

areas, where people’s activity space has to cover a much 

larger area in order to access important facilities 

(VILHELMSON 1999). In Sweden’s most northern counties, 

long travel times are generally more accepted than in 

southern Sweden or other more densely populated regions. 

Many inhabitants in northern Sweden are commuting to 

work and are used to longer rides in order to cover their 

daily needs (VILHELMSON 1999). However, activity space 

differs also within northern Sweden. The municipal centres 

concentrate critical functions, while the space in-between 

is often lacking vital function. 

Another interesting research, which is relativizing distance 

in favour for other factors was done by (BRONSTEIN & 

MORRISEY 1990 : 863). They examined health care utilisation 

behaviour of pregnant women from rural Alabama. Their 

findings indicate that though distances to HC services play 

an important role, they are offset by factors like the 

anticipated quality of care in a particular facility. In their 

paper, they describe how women chose intentionally more 

remote facilities for obstetric care. Especially in maternal 

care a regionalisation (meaning centralisation) can be 

observed, since larger hospitals can offer specialized 

personal and equipment (BRONSTEIN & MORRISEY 1990). The 

exact same development can be observed in northern 

Sweden. Additionally these very authors could identify a 

positive correlation between increasing income per capita 

in a county and women’s likelihood to afford longer 

distances for obstetric care. This indicates that the women’s 

financial capabilities are to a degree determining the quality 

of the treatment they can access, due to costs of prolonged 

traveling and accommodation. This leads to the aspect of 

equity in Health care. 

 

2.2.5. Equity 

When it comes to the distribution of services to the 

population, there can be several maxims be involved, one 

of them may be equality. During the development of social 

science and theories, there emerged three schools worth 

mentioning briefly.  

Firstly, there is utilitarianism, established in the late 19th 

century. Its cardinally viewpoint is, that the sum of a 

populations “pleasure” has to be maximised (OLSEN 1997 : 

626 f.). In other words, the well-being of the community is 

what matters, not necessarily the individual. Therefore 

“Utilitarians are often criticized for ignoring individual 

freedom” (OLSEN 1997 : 627). 

In contrary to these believes, the egalitarianism is focusing, 

as the name indicates, on the equality of the distribution of 

goods or services. Thereby the rights of individuals are 

imperative even if there are reasonable aspects pleading 

against a strictly equal distribution (OLSEN 1997 : 627).  

 

“…strong egalitarianism is absurd. It involves 

that a situation in which two individuals are in 

an equally bad health state is considered 

better than the situation in which only one is 

in that state and the other is fit and healthy.” 

(OLSEN 1997 : 628) 

 

The third and last theory branch was developed by Rawls 

(1971) in his opus A Theory of Justice and is also known as 

Maximin (HARE 1973). The latter term is to understand in 

the sense of maximizing the minimum. Rawls describes in 

his difference principle, that a policy must always consider 

the least advantaged of the society first and aim to improve 

their situation (HARE 1973; OLSEN 1997). If their 

circumstances cannot be enhanced further, the attention 
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must move on to the next worse-off group. As a 

consequence Rawls legitimises inequality to a very limited 

extend (OLSEN 1997 : 628). 

These three theoretical approaches will help to discuss the 

case of Upper Norrland’s health care provision, since they 

give important ideas in questions of distribution and 

equality. 

A rather technical but nevertheless truthful definition of 

equity was given by Andersen (1995). He perceives equal 

access to HC services is given, 

 

“when demographic and need variables 

account for most of the variance in utilization. 

Inequitable access occurs when social 

structure (e.g., ethnicity), health beliefs, and 

enabling resources (e.g., income) determine 

who gets medical care’’ (ANDERSEN 1995 : 4 f.) 

 

Such inequalities in the usage of health care services could 

be detected during the 90s by Burström (2002 : 125 f.). His 

findings suggest that since the mid-90s there is a slightly 

growing disparity between lowest and highest income 

groups, when it comes to needed and provided services. 

Low earners thus seemed to be more likely to do without 

medical attendance thought they needed it. As possible 

reasons, increasing financial difficulties attached to health 

care visits was named (BURSTRÖM 2002 : 126 f.). Another 

similar disparity was found between individuals born in 

Sweden and foreign born ones, where the latter were more 

likely to abstain from seeking needed medical care 

(BURSTRÖM 2002 : 127).  

Gerdtham and Sundberg (1998) concluded from their work, 

that there is inequity in the delivery of medical services in 

Sweden. In their study, the higher income groups attended 

the doctor more frequently compared to low earners. 

Therefore, the poorer patients’ hospitalisations were in 

average longer (GERDTHAM & SUNDBERG 1998 : 261 f.). The 

explanation for them is that out-of-pocket payments pose 

an obstacle for low earners when they need medical care. 

Hence, low income groups abstain from visits as long as 

they can, meaning that if they seek care, the severance 

demands longer hospitalisation. Overall, this results in a 

disparity in health itself (GERDTHAM & SUNDBERG 1998 : 262 

f.). 

However they also stated, that the treatment itself in 

Sweden is not differing across income groups. The reason 

for poorer groups doing less visits is believed to be foremost 

a matter of health behaviour and health education 

(GERDTHAM & SUNDBERG 1998). 

 

2.2.6. Situating this thesis 

This thesis will contribute insight in the distribution pattern 

and the accessibility of medical services in northern Sweden 

where there is a great relevance due to an ongoing 

urbanization trend, which is emptying the hinterland as well 

as the demographic ageing.

 

 

 

3. THE SWEDISH HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

Sweden is well known for its commitment to social welfare. 

Other countries envy the Swedes for the health care system 

or see a paragon in Sweden. Hitherto the public health 

system is working well, though there are threats and 

challenges Sweden has to face, like the ageing process or 

difficulties in delivering the needed care to remote places. 

To deduce a realistic analysis of the access challenge in 

northern Sweden, one must know the basic working 

mechanisms of the Swedish health care system and 

understand the general framework in which these problems 

are embedded. The following chapter will outline this. 
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3.1. PRINCIPLES OF THE SWEDISH HC SYSTEM 

The fundament for the Swedish health care system is 

consolidated by three principles: human dignity, need and 

solidarity, as well as cost-effectiveness (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 

35). The principle of human dignity ensures that all human 

beings are entitled equally to dignity. This applies regardless 

of the individual’s status in society, race, sex or age (ANELL 

ET AL. 2012 : 9). 

Need and solidarity, the second principle, is to regulate the 

distribution of health care and can be divided in two parts: 

Firstly, those with the greatest needs are prioritised and 

secondly, public health is a common good and is financed 

solitarily (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 9).  

The third principle is the one of cost-effectiveness and is 

probably the most relevant when it comes to peripheral 

areas. It states that expenditures in health care must be in 

reasonable relation to the effective benefits for health and 

life quality of a patient (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 9). In other words, 

every health care activity must be considered and justified 

through a medical, humanitarian and economic perspective 

(ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 36). This reminds strongly of the well-

known concept of sustainability, which has also this 

trichotomy. Instead of economy, ecology and society as the 

three aspects, here there is a moral component (humanity), 

a technical one (medical) and the economic aspect. When 

perceiving the health care system as a solidary and 

generational system, the aspect of sustainability gains 

weight. It can be seen as an indicator for a well-functioning 

system. 

 

3.2. ORGANISATION OF THE SWEDISH HC SYSTEM 

A political tradition strongly valued in Sweden is local self-

government. In the health care system, the decentralisation 

is not only present on a regional level, but also on the local 

one. From the 1970s on, a process of decentralisation has 

provided the county councils (CCs) with increasing authority 

and self-government in the issue of health care (ANELL ET AL. 

2012 : 29). With the Health and Medical Service Act of 1982, 

the funding and planning of medical care fell into the 

responsibility of the county councils (CCs) and let to further 

decentralisation. A way to explain the need for self-

government is the strong heterogeneity between the 

counties in Sweden. However, this led also to present 

regional differences in respect to implementing new 

medical technologies, treatment as well as medical 

results/quality (National Board of Health and Welfare, 2011 

in: ANELL ET AL. 2012). Since about 2000, the national policy 

is enforcing the national influence and control again. This 

was necessary to diminish growing regional differences and 

to enhance regional cooperation in order to meet the 

changing demands summoned by the demographic change 

(ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 30). Ways of accomplishing that were the 

merging of hospitals and regional concentration of medical 

expertise. So since 2000, the policy of decentralisation was 

transformed into one of “centralization and regionalisation 

in the delivery of care” (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 30). Anell et al. 

give two examples for these efforts of centralisation, being 

the establishment of regional cancer centres, where high 

medical expertise must be concentrated and the 

foundation of the Committee for National Specialized 

Medical Care (Rikssjukvårdsnämnden) 2007 (ANELL ET AL. 

2012 : 30) 

 

In Sweden, the health care system is organised in three 

main levels, namely the central government, the county 

councils and the municipalities (ANELL 2008 : 1). The three 

entities share the organisation of health and have different 

responsibilities. This level-based organisation offers the 

necessary freedom for local characteristics and poses a 

decentralised understanding of health management. Since 

1982, the health and medical service act grants regions and 

municipalities the authority and responsibility to secure 

appropriate health care for everyone who lives in Sweden 

(ANELL 2008 : 17). The highest responsibility lies with the 

national government and its ministry of health and social 

affairs, supported by eight national agencies, which take 

different roles in public health affairs (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 17). 

To give one example, the National Board of Health and 
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Welfare develops the normative framework in which 

healthcare takes place. (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 26).  

On the national level, the SALAR1 represents the regions 

and municipalities. The agenda of SALAR is to defend and 

promote the extent of local self-government and interests. 

(in: ANELL ET AL. 2012; SALAR, 2010a). 

 

MEDICAL CARE REGIONS 

The 21 CCs are summed up into 6 so called medical care 

regions, namely “the Stockholm Region, the South-Eastern 

Region, the Southern Region, the Western Region, the 

Uppsala–Örebro Region and the Northern Region”(Anell et 

al. 2012 : 28). The six medical care regions differ much in 

size (sqkm) in order to divide the population more equally 

(Figure 1). All medical regions have a population over one 

million inhabitants and pursue an improvement of 

cooperation within these regions. Especially the field of 

tertiary care and high specialised treatment is to name, but 

also other common challenges, that root in similar 

characteristics of the CCs within a medical region (ANELL ET 

AL. 2012). 

The 21 CCs on the regional level are in charge of funding 

and delivering public health care, including public and 

private operators in primary health care as well as hospitals. 

In the northern part of Sweden the number of private 

primary care operators is rather low, while in Stockholm or 

Västmanland, the share of privately owned units is much 

higher (about 50% share) (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 28).  

The 290 municipalities, to be exact the municipal executive 

boards as the main actor, are responsible for the 

accommodation and treatment of elderly and disabled 

people (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 19). Old people in Sweden have a 

right on public support irrespective of their age or medical 

situation, granted by the social service act of 1980. Similar 

regulations were made for disabled individuals, who have 

special access to personal support (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 20). 

The backbone of Swedish HC is primary care, exercised by 

over 1100 providers through-out the nation (ANELL ET AL. 

2012 : 20). Specialists for higher treatment are practising 

                                                                 
1 Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (Sveriges 
Kommuner och Lansting) 

mainly in the 70 hospitals. Unlike other countries, in 

Sweden, patients can choose freely to consult a specialist 

directly, if they feel the need to do so. There is no obligation 

to visit a primary practitioner first in order to get a referral 

to a specialist (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 20). 

 

3.3. FINANCING OF THE SWEDISH HC SYSTEM 

OVERALL EXPENDITURES 

To reconnect with the third principle of Swedish health 

care, a sustainable financing plan is important for every 

social system to prevail. The state of Sweden spends a great 

share of its GDP on healthcare. In 2009 this percentage was 

9.9% (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 49), equal to 309 billion SEK (ANELL 

ET AL. 2012 : 55). In 2013, this share grew to 11% (MOSSIALOS 

ET AL. 2016 : 153). The OECD average in 2013 was only 8.9%. 

Only Switzerland, the Netherlands and the United States 

exceed Sweden, though there is another important aspect 

visible in Figure 2: The share of expenditure by the state is 

Figure 1: Sweden’s medical regions, 
six of them with together eight 
regional (main) hospitals (The 
Swedish Institut 2014)  
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much higher in Sweden with 84%, when compared with 

Switzerland or the USA. The latter are, together with Chile  

the only countries of the OECD where the public share is 

less than 50% of the total expenditures (OECD 2015). 

Sweden is in that respect rather to be seen in the company 

of Netherlands (88%) or other Nordic countries like Norway 

(85%) or Denmark (84%) (OECD 2015).  

One could argue that high private expenditures, like in the 

USA, are a symptom of a system, in which the public funded 

HC services do not suffice in quantity or quality. Hence, 

people have to invest their own money to get the HC 

services they need. Under the assumption that people 

invest on their health out of necessity, high private 

spendings are a sign of low solidarity in the society, since 

primarily the sick pay for their treatment, while the healthy 

do not contribute. 

Regarding these arguments, Sweden has a very god position 

within the OECD and within Europe when it comes to a 

solidary healthcare.  

 

GROWTH RATE 

A future issue regarding health care will be the annual 

growth of expenditures, which is higher than the OECD 

average. 2012 the growth rate of Sweden was with 1,4% 

twice as high as the OECD average (0,7%) and 2013 it rose 

already to 2% growth versus 1% in the OECD (OECD 2015). 

However, when looking at Figure 3, one can also see that 

the Swedish development of the growth rate is much more 

stable than the average OECD’s. The latter one was not 

always lower than the Swedish but before 2008 

dramatically higher (OECD 2014). The growth of 

expenditures in general is to explain by the medical-

technological progress, with incessantly new expensive 

treatments in interplay with a rising lifespan. Within the 

timespan from 2005 to 2009 HC costs for the CCs in Sweden 

rose by 9% in total (National Board of Health and Welfare 

2011 in: ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 56) 

 

FINANCING SYSTEM 

To get an overview of the financial flows in the Swedish 

health care system, one might have a look at Appendix, 

Figure 31. The CCs are responsible for most of the health 

care, hence it is them who contribute most of the funds. 

Around 57% of costs are financed through them, another 

25% by the municipalities and 2% directly by the central 

government (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 153). The source for the 

counties’ and municipalities’ money is proportional income 

taxes, which they can adjust to their demands (to a degree), 

but there are also some subsidies from the government for 

the counties (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 153). Figure 4 shows 

the 57% that CCs contribute to HC costs. It gets clear, that 

the CCs receive the overwhelming part of their HC fundings 

from taxes (income taxes) and in form of state grants. 

Maintaining a specific standard in healthcare comes not 

with the same costs in every municipality. Since tax 

revenues and expenditures deviate across regions, there 

exists a equalizing formula which reallocates capital 

recourses between the municipalities (ANELL 2005 : 2). The 

reallocated funds are the state grants, which contribute 

Figure 2: Sweden’s HC expenditures (source: OECD 2015 : 2; 
design altered) 
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Figure 3: Growth of health expenditures (in real terms) since 

2004, Sweden and OECD average (source: OECD 2014 : 1; 
design altered) 
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17% to the average CC’s budget. In 2010 the grants had a 

sum of 70 billion SEK (Governmental office of sweden 2011 

in: ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 60). This helps especially sparsely 

populated municipalities to keep up their services, even for 

communities that host merely few people. Personal user 

charges (OOP) contribute only 2 % to the total sum of the 

CC’s expenses on HC (2009). 

 

USER CHARGES – OOP-EXPENSES 

Though the CCs are getting only 2% (2009) of user charges 

to redistribute, the entirety of private expenses in the HC 

system accumulates to 16%, most of that (93%) is spend on 

drugs (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 154). The rest (7%) are direct 

fees for HC services. Nationally a fee range is set, within 

which the CCs can set their charges for services (ANELL 2005 

: 2). In 2014 patients had to pay 100-300 SEK for visiting a 

primary care operator, 200-350 SEK for a consultation in a 

hospital and 80-100 SEK for each day stationed in an 

hospital (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 154 SALAR 2015). 

From this charges minors are exempted nationwide and in 

most CCs this is extended to patients under 20 years 

(MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 154). 

To cap the financial burden, especially for chronically sick, 

all cost that exceed an annual amount of 1100 SEK are fully 

taken over (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 154).  

Dental care underlies various special rules and will not be 

addressed in the analytical part of this thesis (see more: 

MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 154). 

A similar payment scheme is present for prescription drugs, 

where the patient pays the first 1100 SEK privately, after 

that the subsidies increase gradually (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 

: 154). The OOP payments are for everyone capped in the 

same manner regardless of the income. 

 

PURPOSE OF THE CC’S HC FUNDS 

Not only is it of interest where the HC funds are raised but 

also, on what purposes they are actually spend. The CCs 

invested a total of 197 billion SEK on HC in 2009 (ANELL ET AL. 

2012 : 56). In the following figures, the purposes of the 

spendings are listed. Figure 5 states, that more than half of 

the money is needed for hospital care, while 17% account 

for primary care (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 56 SALAR 2010a). The 

biggest share of these expenses, 45%, accounts for salaries 

for employees in the HC sector (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6: CC's HC Expenses 2009-B (own figure, data: SALAR 2010 
in: Anell et al. 2012 : 56) 

Figure 5: CC's HC Expenses 2009-A (own figure, data: SALAR 2010 
in: Anell et al. 2012 : 56) 

Figure 4: County Councils’ disposable financial resources in 2009 

(source: SALAR, 2010 in ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 56; design 
altered) 
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COVERAGE OF THE SWEDISH HC SYSTEM 

The Swedish HC system grants ample services to Swedes 

but also to foreign-born residents. This is manifested in the 

Health and Medical Services Act (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 59). 

Undocumented as well as asylum-seekers have access to 

health care to varying degrees (see more: MOSSIALOS ET AL. 

2016 : 153).  

Additionally there are private insurances, which have 

gained members over the last years but are still negligible 

compared to other countries in Europe. In 2000 about 

100.000 people were privately insured, while 2010 already 

about 380.000 and in 2015 over 600.000 individuals 

(MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 153). This shows an enormous 

increase despite the small total numbers. Noticeable is 

however, that only 6% of these insurances are in fact payed 

by the individuals, but most by the employers (Swedish 

insurance federation 2011 in: ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 37). 

Patients’ main advantage with private insurances is a 

quicker treatment of ambulatory care specialists and to 

speed up waiting lists (MOSSIALOS ET AL. 2016 : 153). 

Waiting times are also depending on the number of doctors 

per patient. 

Physician’s density is normally articulated in ‰, 

respectively MDs per 1000 inhabitants. In 2011 the number 

for Sweden was 3,92 (CIA 2017; WORLD BANK 2016). 

Countries with similar values are Switzerland (3,9), Bulgaria 

(3,8), Germany (3,8) or Norway (3,7) (WORLD BANK 2016). 

The OECD average of 2012 was 3,2 (OECD 2014). 

 

OWNERSHIP 

Most healthcare facilities are publicly owned and operated 

by the CCs, while the stuff are commonly salaried 

employees (ANELL 2005 : 2).  

The privately owned facilities are usually publicly funded, 

too. In general, the number of primary care actors who 

operate privately is steadily growing, due to several reforms 

made some years ago (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 61).  

2010 the patients’ right was manifested of choosing a 

provider freely. This also meant, that equal conditions of 

subsiding for private (reimbursed) and public providers had 

to be ensured (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 62).  

3.4. ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO PROVIDE RURAL POPULATION 

In the assumption, that the conventional way of covering 

the population with fixed-location facilities, in the following 

a few modern and promising alternatives for rural spaces 

are presented. 

A development that has already started and is rapidly 

evolving is health care via internet. There are different 

versions of that idea available, but they all use the 

interconnectedness of a digitalized society to their 

advantage. The main benefit of these concepts is, that 

patient and medical doctors don’t have to be in the same 

facility or location, in other words, they don’t meet 

physically but virtually. Therefore some operators call it 

virtual health care (NHI 2017).  

One example in Upper Norrland is in the village Slussfors 

(Storuman), where a virtual health room was established 

between 2014 and 2015 (NÄVERLO ET AL. 2016 : 2). The room 

was equipped with communication technology to transmit 

video and audio signals to the attending physician. 

Furthermore medical equipment was present in order to 

provide basic primary health care like pulse measurement 

(NÄVERLO ET AL. 2016 : 2). 

 

“This will be a self-service facility where 

people can easily screen themselves and 

make initial contact with a doctor” (NHI 2017) 

 

Though patients can manage to use the room without help, 

the presence of a nurse or a person of trust was found to be 

appreciated in a case study of Näverlo et al. (2016). They 

furthermore investigated how well the whole concept 

satisfied the patients. The majority stated that they 

perceive virtual HC as a “good contribution to access to 

health care” (NÄVERLO ET AL. 2016 : 6 f.). Older patients were 

equally satisfied with the performance of VHC, but were less 

attracted by the concept in general. Figure 7 is showing the 

setup in Slussfors with a live connection to an attending 

doctor and a local nursing assistant. 

A similar but even more versatile approach is smart health 

care via health care applications, also called online medical 
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consultation (AL-MAHDI ET AL. 2015). Swedish examples for 

such providers are KRY (2017) or Min Doktor (2017), where 

patients can consult a MD via Smartphone. Surely, it is also 

a business model, since these services charge fees, but 

require payments comparable with the out-of-pocket 

spending. Both mentioned operators take 250 SEK for 

adults; patients under 20 are free of charge. It is a growing 

market, not only in Sweden and the number of users is 

increasing rapidly (AL-MAHDI ET AL. 2015). Even in urban 

areas with good accessibility, users see advantages, for 

instance to spend unavoidable waiting times at home 

instead of a doctor’s practice (KRY 2017). 

Social and technical developments like the progressing 

digitalisation cannot be stopped or prevented, wherefore 

new emerging technical solutions must be monitored and if 

necessary regulated early on. In the case here, there is the 

danger of overconsumption, due to the convenience the 

online doctors offer. The lion’s share of these doctors’ 

payment is still provided by the county counsels, since the 

OOP fees are not sufficient. 

Likely is, that eventually these online health care services 

either will get more expensive for the patients or be limited 

to certain patient groups, for instance specially remote 

ones. Then again, there could be another technical solution 

for this problem since virtual doctors in a literal sense, so to 

say a program or algorithm that is able to make diagnosis, 

are already objective of research and development (see 

KARTHIK ET AL. 2014). 

In cases where a physical meeting of patient and doctor is 

necessary or appropriate, virtual care cannot suffice. 

Another concept, the one of mobile care facilities could 

achieve more. Especially when immobile, very old or 

chronically sick patients are of concern, mobile health care 

units can be a solution. Obviously not for emergencies, but 

check-up visits could be covered. One advantage of mobile 

units is, that they are less expensive for the area they cover 

and they can adapt quickly to changing demands. With the 

demographic change in mind, particular rural areas will 

show high demands for accessible health care, but only 

temporarily, since eventually the number of (old) patients 

will decrease again. In that case, mobile units can just stop 

supplying an area and can move were they’re needed. 

 

“Stafettläkare” is semi-mobile option, to stay with that 

terminology. It is translated to relay or rental doctors. The 

concept is to provide undersupplied areas temporarily with 

alternating MDs from other places (in Sweden). This offers 

a high flexibility but comes with the downside that in order 

to win professionals for these working conditions, the 

county councils have to pay horrendous salaries. One 

example found on sverigesradio tells about a relay doctor in 

Sollefteå at a clinic specialized on female health, who 

received 200.000 SEK – per week (JACOBSSON & NORD 2015). 

The same article claims, after interviewing an expert 

witness, that the relay doctor program is devouring too 

much resources and could eventually overstrain the 

disposable financial capacities of county counsels 

(JACOBSSON & NORD 2015). 

A third way to improve the accessibility in Upper Norrland 

would be to remove barriers that keep people from 

consulting a MD. That could include a reduction of OOP 

expenses, at least for certain groups, which would be 

substituted through other ways like taxes. Thereby 

pecuniary considerations would lose weight for affected 

patients. Another option is the reimbursement of travel 

costs or travel time for inhabitants in very remote regions 

of Upper Norrland.  

An approach aiming to compensate the time effort would 

be the idea of one day in a month (for example) that 

Figure 7: Virtual health care room in Slussfors (source: NHI 
2017) 
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employees can use to care for medical issues and take even 

a longer car drive to a MD or hospital. Of course, ill feeling 

employees have already the right to seek health care any 

time. However, the idea above aims more to rise 

acceptance to do check-up visits to prevent longer sick 

leave. 

 

3.5. RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF UPPER NORRLAND 

In order to understand and interpret the later presented 

results in the right light, it is necessary to describe the main 

demographic parameters.  

The age structure in 2012 (Figure 8) seems normal 

distributed. Noticeable however is that the groups do not 

have the same span. Nevertheless, one can observe that the 

years 25-59 are with over 40% represented most strongly. 

Young children (0-4) hold only about 5% and the oldest 

groups (85-107) about 3%. The groups 5-24 and 60-84 are 

representing about a quarter each. 

Demand and supply belong together, when it comes to 

medical service provision or medical doctor density. 

Therefore, the population development is a crucial factor, 

also in terms of planning for future demand situations. 

Out of the 29 municipalities in Upper Norrland only 4 

showed a positive population development in the time 

space from 2005 to 20121 (Table 1). All others experienced 

a loss in population size. The growing communes are the 

most striving urban ones in the region, namely Umeå with 

over 6 thousand additional inhabitants, followed by Luleå, 

Vännäs and Piteå. Probably, Vännäs merely grows due to its 

closeness to Umeå.  

The worst positioned municipalities are Åsele, Överkalix and  

Dorotea when it comes to the percentile loss, since they 

declined by about one tenth. Nominally, Kalix, Gällivare and 

Boden had the highest losses, Kalix and Bode probably due 

to their closeness to Luleå. In Gällivare one reason could 

also be the progressing mining operations, which devour 

settlements like Malmberget piece by piece, so that people, 

                                                                 
1 Reason for this timespan is that the change in MD-density will be 

calculated for the same years. 

Table 1: Population development in Upper Norrland 

Change from 2005 to 2012 

MUNICIPALITY NUMBER PERCENT 

Åsele -372 -11,16 % 

Överkalix -376 -9,71 % 

Dorotea -288 -9,34 % 

Övertorneå -452 -8,65 % 

Sorsele -230 -7,88 % 

Jokkmokk -433 -7,85 % 

Storuman -507 -7,78 % 

Pajala -517 -7,59 % 

Vindeln -377 -6,55 % 

Norsjö -292 -6,55 % 

Malå -221 -6,46 % 

Nordmaling -466 -6,22 % 

Bjurholm -153 -5,95 % 

Kalix -971 -5,55 % 

Arvidsjaur -360 -5,27 % 

Vilhelmina -386 -5,26 % 

Älvsbyn -414 -4,79 % 

Robertsfors -323 -4,59 % 

Gällivare -778 -4,09 % 

Arjeplog -112 -3,54 % 

Lycksele -377 -2,96 % 

Haparanda -238 -2,34 % 

Boden -648 -2,30 % 

Kiruna -107 -0,46 % 

Skellefteå -206 -0,29 % 

Piteå 246 0,60 % 

Vännäs 62 0,73 % 

Luleå 2 073 2,85 % 

Umeå 6 471 5,85 % 

Own table, data: SCB.se 

 

Figure 8: Age structure in Upper Norrland 2012 (own figure, 
data: ASTRID) 
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who are confronted with a forced move anyway might 

choose a destination outside the municipality. Kiruna and 

Skellefteå did not gain inhabitants but are rather stable. 

 

 

4. METHODS 

In the following paragraphs, the used method will be laid 

out. It is going to content the general methodical approach 

of this thesis as well as a more details sighting of the data 

sources and management, but also mention the software 

and toolsets. Introductorily should be stated that the main 

acquired data is from the ASTRID database, which is hosted 

by the Department of Geography and Economic History in 

Umeå University. Special about the database is it’s extend, 

containing annual geo-referenced data on all individuals 

nationwide between 1985 and 2012. The specification of 

the database’s used section will be given later in this 

chapter. 

 

 

 

4.1. UTILISED DATA 

The empirical data used in this work was extracted from the 

so-called ASTRID dataset, which is provided for Umeå 

University by SCB (Statistiska centralbyrån). The dataset 

contains individual based data of the Swedish population 

with only few exceptions. Originally, the individuals are 

listed with their personal number, 

 but these are of course blackened and substituted by 

untraceable consecutive number, because of privacy 

protection. One characteristic, which makes the used data 

set especially sensitive, is the spatial component. The 

locations of residence as well as those of the workplace are 

included as north- and east-coordinates. Having this 

information obliges to a responsible handling, since 

individuals technically could be sought out. However, there 

is also an artificial blurriness embedded in the coordinates, 

since the accuracy is limited to a 100 on 100 meter square 

resolution, so that all inhabitants, living in the same square 

have the exact same coordinates, being the centre of the 

particular square. This effect played later in the analysis an 

important part. 

The data under investigation covers two years, namely 2005 

and 2012. However, the main analysis was conducted on 

Table 2: ASTRID Variables of MDs (own table) 

Year of birth indicator for age 

Coordinates 
Location of workplace; 
resolution: 100x100m 

Ownership Workplace is in a private/public facility 

Gender Male/Female 

ArbInk Income per year in 100 SEK 

SNI2007/-05 Code that specifies types of MD 

Table 3: ASTRID Variables for Inhabitants (own table) 

Year of birth indicator for age 

Gender male / female 

Car ownership Person is a car owner or not 

Family ID ID that identifies family members 

Civil status 
unmarried, married, divorced, widowed, 
registered partnership, separated 
registered partnership 

Country of Birth Sweden or foreign country 

Disposable 
Income 

Disposable income of Individuals; 
Individuals’ share of disp. family income  

Disposable 
IncomeFam 

Disposable income of entire family; 

Coordinates 
Location of residence; 
resolution: 100x100m 

CarInFam 
Individual has a car available in the close 
family 

LivingAlone 
Individual is over 25 or more and is 
neither married nor in a reg. partnership  

Young Dependent Individual is aged 0-19 

Old dependent Individual is aged 65 or more 
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2012 only. One reason therefore was the partial 

incompatibility of several variables. Some of the parameters 

and codings, which were used to define medical doctors, 

were differing. Hence, the comparability was limited. 

Still, the year of 2005 provides the possibility to conduct 

some cross-sectional analyses. The year 2012 was chosen, 

simply because it was the latest year available in the ASTRID 

database.  

The inhabitants are presenting the potential patients or 

rather all potential recipients of health care. The terms 

inhabitants and patients are used synonymously in this 

work. No individuals were purposely excluded. However, 

some few observations had no coordinates and were 

thereby unusable for the analysis. 

 

NEWLY CREATED VARIABLES 

In the course of the data management, several new 

variables were created, most of them binary dummy 

variables. Variable “CarInFam” was created as a dummy, 

which is not only listing car owners, but is much more 

precise. The information was extracted, which individuals 

own a car in active status. Additionally to the group of 

(active) car owners, all their family members were added, 

as long as they are registered in the same location. With this 

method, also children, spouses or relatives can be labelled 

as having a car available, though they are no car owners. 

Family members like children fall out of that category as 

soon as they move somewhere else. 

Age groups were constructed to allow a better comparison 

of the age structure of different groups. The age groups 

take medical aspects in consideration and were inspired by 

a paper of Yamamoto (2013). 0-4 years are 60 plus are the 

times in life with the highest needs and health care costs, 

whereas the years 5- 24 have the lowest (YAMAMOTO 2013 : 

5 ff.). After that, needs and costs increase. Fist due to 

childbirth, starting in the mid-20s and later emerging health 

issues lead to a slow but steady growth of medical needs 

(YAMAMOTO 2013 : 5 ff.). From 60 onwards the needs and 

cost of medical services are growing even faster. 

                                                                 
1 Standard för svensk yrkesklassificering (see more: SCB.SE 2017b) 

“LivingAlone” is a dummy, containing everyone who is in the 

age of 25 or more, while being not married or in a registered 

partnership. It should be mentioned, that not all individuals 

who live with a partner do marry or register. 

With the aid of dummy variables the young dependent (0-

19), the old dependent (65+) and the independent (20-64) 

were classified. The age thresholds were adopted from SCB 

(SCB.SE 2017a). Similarly, a fertility rate was calculated later 

on, as children under 5 per thousand women aged 15 to 44. 

This procedure was inspired by Bosanac et al. (1976 : 621). 

It may be less accurate than other technics but is serves the 

purpose and was available without using more personal 

data from ASTRID.  

 

4.2. DEFINING MEDICAL DOCTORS 

One important step at the beginning was the definition or 

identification of medical doctors. MDs were defined as 

medical professionals, educated and working as medical 

doctor – either in hospitals or in solitary medical practices, 

publicly or privately owned. To filter out these individuals 

two variables in ASTRID were used. 

The first one was “SSYK4”1, where the code 2221 is 

describing “Läkare”, meaning medical doctor. All others 

were not part of the analysis in the first place. The second 

indicator to refine MDs was SNI2007”2, which allowed to 

omit all observations which were not classified as Human 

health activities. Furthermore, it made a distinction possible 

between types of doctors. These are: 

 

I MDs: All medical doctors of any kind 

II Generals / General Doctors: MDs who are not working 

in hospitals and are not listed as specialists. They work 

in smaller practices in primary care. 

III Hospital Doctors: MDs working in hospitals; mostly 

specialists  

IV Specialists: specialists working outside hospitals but not 

in primary care 

2 Svensk närings-grensindelning (see more: SCB.SE 2017c) 
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Omitted were the observations, which were missing the 

necessary coordinates of residence or location, 

respectively. Eventually the used numbers of observations 

were the following: 

 

Inhabitants:  508. 083   observations 

MDs:  1. 979   observations 

 

4.3. NETWORK ANALYSIS 

For obtaining individual driving times (DTs), as this thesis 

aimed for, the available methods are very limited. A survey 

would be very complex to conduct and could cover only a 

sample of the population. Furthermore, the driving times 

that people would submit would probably have little 

accuracy. Therefore, a quantitative approach based on 

georeferenced calculations was the most suitable way to 

proceeded. 

The easiest way to get a distance measurement from the 

patients to medical services with aid of GIS software would 

be the distance as the crow flies. However this would only 

provide a very crude image and shaky ground to deduce 

travel times from. The distance on the road can differ 

significantly from the beeline, due to rivers, mountains or 

other barriers. Travel time, however, holds a much better 

explanatory value than distances (BOSANAC ET AL. 1976; 

BRONSTEIN & MORRISEY 1990) and is commonly used in similar 

analysis (e.g. COLDEFY ET AL. 2011). Thus, as implied above, 

the only reasonable way to calculate solid travel times for 

so many individuals is a method called network analysis. 

A network in that sense is comparable with the map in a 

navigation device, meaning that it contains different types 

of streets and junctions to connect them. Furthermore, it 

holds information about traffic characteristics and rules, 

like speed limits, one ways and turning options. 

Hence, the network analysis – a toolset within the GIS 

software ArcGIS by ESRI – is capable to calculate an exact 

traveling route along the existing infrastructure and 

according to present traffic rules. The route profile can be 

                                                                 
1 O. Olsson 

adjusted with different emphases, like shortest traveling 

time in this work here.  

The network analysis embodies a powerful tool to generate 

new location-based information and values, especially 

when combined with individual data. It can nowadays 

accomplish, what would have been very complex and 

expensive before GIS analysis tools emerged. 

The data, on which the used network was built upon, were 

obtained from a scientific staff member of the department.1 

Originally, the data was acquired from the Swedish 

Transport Agency in 2012 and partially updated in 2016. 

The points in space, representing the inhabitants 

respectively MDs, are then located on the network and 

linked to the nearest street in their surroundings. Few 

remote locations were neglected in cases, when they were 

more than ten kilometres afar from the network. 

 

LOCATIONS INSTEAD OF INDIVIDUALS 

One emerging problem, after the first attempts with the 

network analysis was the time consumption of the process. 

The amount of observations caused unbearably long 

processing time, even before the actual calculation, when 

the data had to be fed into the system. This issue required 

some innovative problem solving, what eventually meant, 

that the observations were reduced to locations: 

As mentioned before, the locations are the result of an 

aggregation on 100-meter squares, in order to disguise the 

exact position. This leads to the fact, that there are around 

10 times fewer locations than observations, from over 

500.000 to about 57.000. 

This effect was exploited in the way that the network 

analysis was conducted on basis of the locations, not 

individuals. The processing time was thereby reduced 

dramatically. The results however, are entirely the same, 

since from the locations the gained information can be 

spread to the whole population again. The same procedure 

came into play for the MD data. 
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TOOLSET NETWORK ANALYST 

The toolset network analyst offers various tools to work 

with network datasets. Two of these were eventually used 

for the results, being OD cost matrix as well as location-

allocation.  

The origin-destination (OD) cost matrix calculates the costs 

(here time) and distances from origins (here: inhabitants) to 

destinations (here: MDs). It is most suitable when the costs 

are of interest but the exact routes are not, since this tool is 

not providing such outputs. This allows for a quicker 

processing, what comes in handy when working with such 

amounts of locations. The destination-facilities were limited 

to one, meaning that for each inhabitant-location the 

distance to only one destination was calculated, to be 

precise the closest destination. 

To gain insights about strategical improvements of the low-

accessibility areas, the tool location-allocation was utilized. 

It allows determining most suitable locations for new 

facilities under specific parameters. The course of action 

was here, to focus on inaccessible groups (over 30 min afar) 

and examine where new facilities could be established to 

maximize the coverage.  

This method will get more understandable by means of the 

later presented case. 

The used map basis, the shapefiles of the administrative 

entities and levels are produced and distributed by 

Lantmäteriet (LANTMÄTERIET 2017). 

 

CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS 

As in every analysis, there are challenges and limitations 

that must be mentioned in order to assess the results and 

understand the genesis of a research paper. 

Speaking about the methodological aspect, the network 

dataset and its analysis have a few limitations, which might 

function as starting points for future improvement. 

One aspect is a weighting of patients, which was not 

implemented. Meant thereby is that every potential 

patients was weighted equally here, regardless of their 

mobility, vulnerability or need. A differentiated weighting 

would be helpful to calculate a more accurate demand in a 

certain region. However, that would require health data at 

best. 

A similar aspect which cannot be done justice to is the 

capacity and technical / personnel equipment of facilities. 

Shortly explained, one can live close to a MD but have very 

long waiting times. One can live close to a hospital but the 

necessary treatment cannot be provided, due to missing 

technical machines or competent personnel. No questions 

of capacity could be answered, since the necessary data 

about the capacities and capabilities was not available and 

would have had to be raised in advance. It would have also 

exceeded the scope of a master thesis.  

Further challenges could arise in an area where the only MD 

falls out, with no one to step in and take over (temporarily). 

Since only one destination was calculated each, the 

question about the second closest MD in the case the first 

one is unavailable, was not considered. 

 

Attempts to conduct a geographic weighted regression/ 

spatial regression based on the individual driving times had 

to be dismissed, since the number of observations turn out 

to be too big, at least for the available hardware. 

A personal matter worth mentioning as a foreign national 

was the language barrier. In the literature analysis, English 

information about Sweden specifically were naturally 

limited. This was only an issue in the section about the 

Swedish health care system, where most official papers, 

governmental reports and web-information are rightly 

published in Swedish.
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5. RESULTS 

In this section, the maps, graphs and tables, which were 

produced during the study will be represented and 

explained. First step is to get an overview over the area of 

investigation Upper Norrland as well as over the general 

distribution of inhabitants and medical doctors or facilities.  

 

Figure 9: Map of Upper Norrland (area of investigation) with the locations of various types of MDs, locations 
of patients as well as the population density on SAMS-level, year 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 
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5.1. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICAL DOCTORS 

The first aim was to investigate the distribution of MDs 

within Västerbotten and Norrbotten. The locations of three 

different types of medical service providers are pictured in 

Figure 9, namely general doctors, specialists and Hospitals. 

In order to illustrate the relation to the population and its 

whereabouts, the background shows the population 

density on SAMS1 level and additionally the locations of 

patients /inhabitants. Starting from there, one can clearly 

see, that the inhabitants are clustered foremost at the 

coast, where also all the major cities are located. The 

majority of the research area is populated with less than 

one resident per square kilometre.  

The general doctors are present at least once in every 

municipality, whereby at the coast, the frequency is much 

higher, due to higher population and higher demand. The 

specialists are to find most often located at hospitals. These 

facilities are only few and located in cities and towns like 

Umeå, Skellefteå, Luleå, Boden, Piteå, Gällivare, Kiruna, 

Kalix and Lycksele. One can already see that the hinterland 

is not supplied extensively well. 

Another pattern becoming visible is the distribution of 

doctors in the west. There is a huge area along the 

Norwegian border, where no MDs are, with the exception 

of Hemavan. The absence of significant settlements could 

be the reason for that. 

 

The density of MDs is addressed in the next part. The 

average number of MDs per 1000 inhabitants for both 

counties was found to be 1,80. Figure 10 shows a more 

differentiated view. The percentage values are symbolizing 

the increase in MDs since 2005, whereas the background is 

indicating the MDs per 1000 inhabitants in 2012. The 

strongest increase can be observed in Bjurholm and 

Nordmaling in the south as well as Älvsbyn, Kalix and 

Överkalix (names on Figure 9). A look at the actual density 

tells, that these municipalities have only a very low density, 

                                                                 
1 “SAMS stands for Small Areas for Market Statistics and is a division based 

on municipalities sub-divisions (NYKO) in larger municipalities and on 
electoral districts in the smaller municipalities.” (SCB.SE 2016) 

so that a high increase is not hard to accomplish. The higher 

populated municipalities like Umeå, Skellefteå or Luleå have 

a moderate increase. Decrease is to observe foremost in the 

inland with the exception of Robertsfors. Dorotea Sorsele 

and Arvidsjaur have seriously low densities below 1 and 

experienced a decrease since 2005. Malå and Robertsfors 

have the lowest MD density of all (0.3) and a strong 

decrease, which is probably, influenced by the relative 

closeness of the hospital locations Lycksele and Umeå, 

respectively. The numbers for 2012 for Umeå (8), Lycksele 

(5,35) and Luleå (5,17)  are high density values, which are 

over the Swedish average of about 4. All other 

municipalities are below that. 

 

Figure 10: 2012 to 2005 change in MD-density (in %) in Upper 
Norrland and the MD-density of 2012 in MDs per 1000 
Inhabitants (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©)  
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5.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF MDS IN UPPER NORRLAND 

When investigating the characteristics of MDs in Upper 

Norrland, there are several features to allude, the first one 

being the age structure within this group. 

Figure 12 (bottom) is showing all MDs, listed by municipality. 

It presents their mean age, the age of the youngest MD in 

the particular municipality as well as the number of MDs. It 

furthermore is sorted according to the youngest MD 

parameter in order to illustrate the rejuvenescence. On the 

left side (Sorsele –> Haparanda) the more rural areas are 

situated, which have very low numbers of MDs but rather 

high values for youngest MD, starting with about 30 years 

in Haparanda and ending with over 60 years in Sorsele and 

Malå. The municipalities to the right are by majority the 

ones, which host hospitals. Therefore, they have much 

higher numbers of MDs und also a better rejuvenescence, 

since the youngest MDs are under 30 years. Umeå, as 

expected, has by far the highest number of MDs, followed 

by Luleå with about half the count.  

These insights are underlined by Figure 11, showing the age 

structure of two groups of MDs, being those employed in 

hospitals (most of them specialists) and those who are not 

(mostly the general doctors). Eye-catching is that the graphs 

are diametrically opposed. The non-hospital MDs on the left 

hand are dominated by the higher ages, especially 55-65, 

while on the right hand the hospital employed MDs are 

showing a distribution focused around the younger ages, 

30-45.

 

Figure 11: Age structure of MDs in Upper Norrland 2012, separated by working place 
(own figure, data: ASTRID) 

Figure 12: Age structure and rejuvenescence of MDs in Upper Norrland 2012 presented by the average age, age of the youngest 
MD as well as the number of MDs, by municipality (own figure, data: ASTRID) 
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Ownership is an aspect, which is interesting in light of the 

alluded national trend towards more privately owned 

medical facilities. In Upper Norrland’s entire area, there are 

merely 6% MDs working in a privately owned facility. This 

can be learned from Table 4, which lists the municipalities 

in order of the private MDs’ share. The high percentages are 

partially to explain by the low number of MDs in in the 

particular municipality. For instance, Arjeplog is showing a 

rather high value of 33%, but looking at the numbers it gets 

clear, that one of merely three MDs in Arjeplog is working 

under a private ownership. Other examples like Umeå or 

Skellefteå and Luleå, who host in general much more MDs, 

rank rather low with 5%-6%. Non-listed communes were 

aggregated to “Rest”.  

When separating the different types of MDs, one can see 

clearly in Figure 13, that nearly 100% of MDs working in 

hospitals are publicly employed. Of the general doctors 

outside hospitals, about 80% are employed publicly. The 

highest share of MDs working in privately owned facilities 

can be found for the specialists (outside hospitals), with 

over 90%.  

As a by-product of the analysis some facts were discovered 

that are not necessary for the thesis’ main focus. 

Nevertheless they will be presented briefly, since they are 

interesting and could incite further research. 

Apparently privately employed MDs in Upper Norrland earn 

annually about 140 thousand SEK less than the publicly 

employed. Female MDs earn about 140 thousand SEK less 

than male, whereas the numbers of both genders are about 

equal. The income of non-hospital specialists is the lowest 

(most of them privately employed). General doctors are 

secondly positioned, while hospital doctors earn the most. 

The average Swedish physician, employed by the CCs 

earned monthly 56.600 SEK in 2010 (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 68), 

thus MDs in Upper Norrland got annually about 130 

thousand SEK higher salaries in 2012 (see details:  

Appendix, Figure 32). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: MDs working in publicly and privately owned facilities 
in Upper Norrland 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID) 

Table 4: Municipalities’ share of privately employed 
MDs in Upper Norrland 2012 (own table, data: 
ASTRID) 

Municipality Share Count

Övertorneå 40% 2

Arjeplog 33% 1

Älvsbyn 29% 2

Arvidsjaur 25% 1

Boden 20% 4

Vilhelmina 17% 1

Kiruna 15% 8

Gällivare 12% 8

Piteå 10% 11

Luleå 6% 25

Lycksele 6% 4

Skellefteå 5% 11

Umeå 5% 45

Kalix 2% 1

Rest 0% 0

Total 6% 124

Privately employed MDs in Upper Norrland
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5.3. PATIENTS’ DRIVING TIMES 

The individual travel distances, which were ascertained via 

network analysis, are presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

One can see the individual driving time for every residence 

location in Upper Norrland, within the 100 meter accuracy. 

The driving times to Hospitals (Figure 14) are unequally 

distributed in space. Most hospitals are located close to the 

coast, where the accessibility is foremost under 30 minutes. 

In the inland, there are Lycksele, Gällivare and Kiruna 

offering hospitals, but besides that, huge areas have driving 

times over 60 (orange) and up to 200 minutes (red). 

Regarding the covered area in sqkm, the green coloured 

districts are very small, compared to the rest. Nevertheless, 

these green areas are the most populated ones, visible from 

the density of the dots. The red dotted areas are 

characterised by very low population density. 

The other map (Figure 15) is showing the driving times to 

the nearest MD of any kind, which is of course significantly 

shorter. Therefore, dark and light green are dominating the 

sight. Every municipality has at least one dark green area, 

where patients have to drive 10 min or less. Orange dots, 

meaning over 60 minutes driving time, are only to find in 

rather remote regions towards the Norwegian border, like 

Vilhelmina. Red points are merely few at the very edges of 

Upper Norrland in the north and west.  

An aggregation of data on municipal level might not be the 

most detailed presentation available, but these spatial 

entities are also administrative ones. Public planning takes 

not at least place on municipal level and this is why 

aggregated data on municipal level can be particularly 

persuasive and helpful, when elaborating cross-municipal 

differences to initiate certain actions. 

Figure 16 and Figure 17 show therefore the aggregated 

mean driving time of the actual inhabitants of each 

municipality. Thereby it gets clear, that the average driving 

times to any MD are all within 30 minutes. Actually, most 

municipalities in Figure 17 have driving times of 10 minutes 

or less. Some municipalities at the coast like Umeå have 

even mean driving times of not more than 5 minutes. 

Inhabitants in Vilhelmina and Sorsele drive in average 15-20 

Figure 14: Individual driving times to nearest Hospital in Upper 
Norrland 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 

Figure 15: Individual driving times nearest MD of any kind in 
Upper Norrland 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 
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minutes to the next MD. Lastly positioned is Pajala with a 

mean of 20-30 minutes.  

The same map for the hospital driving times, Figure 16, is 

differing dramatically. Here only those municipalities 

hosting a hospital are within the green colour range. Boden, 

though it has a hospital, is already yellow coloured. The 

remaining municipalities are orange or red, meaning they 

have mean driving times over 30 minutes. Most of the 

municipalities in the western mountainous region have 

values over 60 min, while Sorsele and Arjeplog have even 

more, with over 100 minutes.  

Seemingly, the distances to facilities differ a lot between 

regions and municipalities have very unequal access to 

health care supply, which could be seen as unjust. This leads 

to the aspect of equality. 

 

5.4. EQUITY OF HEALTH CARE ACCESS 

The next graphs are to visualise the equity in time effort to 

consult a MD. If every person would have the same driving 

time, the time effort would be equally distributed. 

The Figure 18 and Figure 19 are showing the distribution of 

driving time to hospitals or MDs. One can see, that the MD-

curve is staying longer rather low and is then rising 

exponentially, compared to the lower curve, which has a 

more steady increase and a less abrupt transition. For both 

driving times (hospital and MD) applies, that the highest 

value is about 100-times larger than the lowest. 

Figure 16: DTs to nearest hospital in Upper Norrland 2012, 
aggregated on municipal level (own figure, data: ASTRID; map 
basis: Lantmäteriet©) 

Figure 17: DTs to nearest MD of any kind in Upper Norrland 
2012, aggregated on municipal level (own figure, data: 
ASTRID; map basis: Lantmäteriet©) 

Figure 18: Fraction plot of DTs to any MD in ,minutes in Upper 
Norrland 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID) 
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The first graph tells the observer, that a vast majority of 

inhabitants have very short ways to the next MD. About 

50% have not more than two driving minutes, 72% not more 

than five minutes and 97% not more than 30 minutes. The 

driving times to hospitals are similarly distributed. Here, at 

least a quarter of the population has a hospital within 5 

minutes. 50% need 10 minutes or less and within a 30 min 

range are still about 77%. About 10% have to travel longer 

than one hour. 

The gaps between the dots get significantly bigger with the 

time increasing and thereby visible. That suggests that 

strong outliers dominate the last few percent in both 

graphs. 

Figure 20 is a Lorenz Curve, well-known in relation to Gini-

coefficient and (income-)inequality. In the case here, it runs 

percentages of population against percentage of the entire 

cumulative driving time. One first look confirms that the 

distribution is unequal. About 50% of the population do 

together merely 10% of the total time (which has to be 

travelled, if every inhabitant visits the nearest facility once). 

Another 10% of the population, in comparison, have to do 

40% to 50% of all the travel time alone.  

The differences in the curves of MDs and Hospitals are slight 

but visible, and state, that the accessibility of Hospitals is in 

fact more equally distributed. This is to explain with the 

steeper increase in Figure 18. In other words, there are less 

people with extremely short ways to hospitals, so that the 

range of values is more evenly distributed over the range of 

population. 

The Scatterplot (Figure 21) is showing the relation of 

Income – in this case the disposable individual income in 

logarithmic scale – and the driving time to the nearest MD. 

Obviously, there is a clustering effect for especially the short 

driving times to the left, whereas to the right the outliers 

are eye-catching. From the bulk to the right, a rather dens 

extension is formed on a level of about 7 (Income). Visible 

is also, that the highest incomes have low driving times, but 

the same is true for the majority of the low earners. With 

the increase of driving time, the income below about 7 

grows, while above it shrinks. 

 

Figure 19: Fraction plot of DTs to nearest hospital in minutes in 
Upper Norrland 2012 (own figure, data: ASTRID) 

Figure 20: Lorenz Curve showing the inequity in distribution of 
cumulative DTs (own figure, data: ASTRID) 

Figure 21: Scatterplot running DTs to next MD of any kind in 
Upper Norrland 2012 against the disposable Income in 
logarithmic scale (own figure, data: ASTRID) 
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5.5.  AGE STRUCTURE AND DRIVING TIMES 

Age is, as described in the theory (YAMAMOTO 2013) a good 

indicator for health care needs. Figure 22 is showing the 

median driving times to the different medical category, 

while being grouped in age groups.  

Getting to any MD takes apparently the least time, followed 

by the general doctors, whose distribution is the most 

disperse one. Hospitals are significantly less quickly to 

reach, as well as the specialists, who are by majority located 

at hospitals. 

Eye-catching is that the driving times to any MD and to 

general doctors are deviating only a little. The youngest and 

the oldest groups deviate from the rest. 85-107 have the 

shortest ways to MDs and Generals doctors, while the 

youngest 0-4 have a slightly longer time to travel. When 

observing the other two medical destinations, hospitals and 

specialists, a very different pattern gets visible. Here the 85-

107 years old have the longest traveling time, followed by 

the next younger group 60-84. After some spacing, the 

remaining age groups follow, whereas the very young, 0-4 

show a small increase compared to the middle-aged people. 

To get a better insight in the differences across groups, 

Figure 23 shows the deviation of the age groups’ median 

from the total median. Especially the oldest 85-107 have to 

drive / be driven about 2,5 minutes longer to hospitals and 

about 3,75 minutes longer to specialist. On the other hand, 

they have nearly one minute less long to drive to any MD or 

to a general doctor. People aged 60-84 are always above 

the total median, but much more when going to Hospitals 

or Specialists. The Age groups 05 to 59 hold a large share of 

the population and have often a shorter way to Hospitals 

and Specialists. The Last group 0-4 has slightly increased 

driving times, also for MDs and Generals. 

 

5.6. ACCESSIBILITY WITH A 30 MIN. THRESHOLD  

As described in the theory the 30 minutes threshold 

(BOSANAC ET AL. 1976) is a proven value to distinguish 

between accessible and inaccessible groups. 

To illustrate the distribution of these two groups a look on 

the Figure 24 and Figure 25 is recommended. They are 

showing what share of the population has 30 minutes 

accessibility to MDs and Hospitals, respectively, on 

municipality level.  

Figure 24 makes clear, that in case of the lowest value, 

namely Pajala, still 62% of the population is classified as 

accessible to MDs. Other rurally dominated municipalities 

in the hinterland like Storuman, Vilhelmina, Jokkmokk etc. 

have surprising 80%-90% accessible population. Figure 22: Driving times, by age groups (own figure, data: 
ASTRID) 

Figure 23: Median driving time deviations between age 
groups (own figure, data: ASTRID) 
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Figure 24: Population share with 30-min access to MDs, by 
municipalities (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 

Figure 25: Population share with 30-min access to hospital, 
by municipalities (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 

Municipalities at or close to the coast have the best values 

with up to 100%. 

The situation for hospitals (Figure 25) looks less positive, 

with lots of municipalities, where not more than 5% of the 

population can be called accessible to hospitals. Even at the 

coast, close to Umeå in municipalities like Robertsfors or 

Nordmaling only up to 25% of the population can get to a 

hospital in 30 minutes. In the huge northern municipalities 

Kiruna and Gällivare the accessible share is with 80-90% 

higher than expected. 
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5.7. GROUPS OF ACCESSIBLE AND INACCESSIBLE 

Since the municipalities are rather huge in Upper Norrland 

a higher resolution of individual driving times separated 

along the alluded 30 min. will give further and deeper 

insight. Therefore, the focus lies in the first section of this 

paragraph on the DTs to MDs and in the second on the DTs 

to hospitals.  

Visible in Figure 26 are dots of two colours, which are 

standing for the respective locations of residents, while the 

colour is indicating the binary information of whether the 

location is within 30 min reach or not. 

The overwhelming share of dots is green, especially at the 

coast, where the density of points is also much higher. 

There are some red areas too, for instance in the more 

remote places of Vilhelmina or Dorotea. Also, some red 

islands can be located for instance between Vindeln and 

Norsjö. Table 5 is representing socio-demographic and –

economic variables for the same two groups (A1,I1) that are 

shown in the map. Aim is to discover patterns or deviations 

across these groups.  

As confirmed earlier in the fraction plots, about 97% of the 

whole area’s population has to drive 30 min or less to 

consult a medical doctor. That means that only about 14 

thousand inhabitants (I1) have to drive longer.  

In the inaccessible group (I1) has a higher mean age. The 

distribution of the age groups confirms that the inaccessible 

group holds a smaller share of 0-59 year-old, while the 60-

107 year-old groups are represented stronger. This can be 

underlined by the dependency ratio, where the dependent 

youth and/or the dependent elderly are compared with the 

working age population (here 20-64), based on (SCB.SE 

Figure 26: Accessibility classification by 30 min MD-DTs (own 
figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: Lantmäteriet©) 

Table 5: Accessible and Inaccessible Population in Upper 
Norrland 2012 in terms of a 30min threshold (own table, data: 
ASTRID) 

A1 I1

Driving Times Up to 30 Over 30min

Inhabitants 493.829 14.254

Share of Pop. 97% 2,8%

Age mean 41,6 51,2

Age p50 42 56

Percent of Population

Age0-4 5% 3%

Age5-24 24% 16%

Age25-59 43% 37%

Age60-84 25% 40%

Age85-107 3% 4%

male 50% 55%

female 50% 45%

LivingAlone 45% 49%

CarInFam 76% 81%

Born in Sw 91% 91%

unmarried 53% 45%

married 33% 37%

divorced 8% 9%

widowed 5% 9%

per 100 non-dependent

Tota lDepRatio 73 98

OldDepRatio 35 69

YouthDepRatio 37 29

Children <5 per 1000 women 15-44

Ferti l i ty Rate 301 297

Inkome 100SEK

DispInk04 1868 1504

Driving to any MD

median
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2017a). Here, the inaccessible group (I1) has a significant 

higher rate in total. I1 has 98 dependents per 100 

independents which is almost 50% of the society. The Old-

dependency ratio, meaning people over 64, is over 30 units 

higher for the inaccessible group (I1). However, the youth-

ratio is higher in the accessible group (A1). 

Referring to gender, there is but a slight difference, 

suggesting that in inaccessible groups, men have a tiny 

majority. Furthermore there are deviations in the calculated 

fertility ratio (see methods BOSANAC ET AL. 1976), which 

admittedly are only minor. Apparent income disparities 

between the groups state, that the inaccessibles (I1) have 

about 30.000 SEK less to their disposal.  

 

On the other map (Figure 27) which is dealing with the 

hospital accessibility, the colour red is dominating. Merely 

around the hospitals, inhabitants are accessible, while the 

majoritarian remaining rest of the area is to be called 

inaccessible. 

Nevertheless, the red dots are representing only 23% of the 

inhabitants, which equals about 115 thousand (I2). Here 

too, the inaccessible group (I2) has a higher average age. 

The age percentile differences for the age groups 60-84 is 

with 9% not as drastic as for A1 and I1. 

The dependency ratios state the same as before; the 

inaccessible group (I2) has an increased rate compared to 

A2. The gender variables are differing even less than the 

other MD-scenario (A1,I1). The highest fertility rate is to 

find in I2. The income disparities between the groups show 

the same deviation and state that inaccessibles (I1,I2) are 

financially disadvantaged. The highest average income has 

the group A2.  

 

Figure 27: Accessibility classification by 30 min hospital DTs 
(own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: Lantmäteriet©) 

Table 6: Accessible and Inaccessible Population in Upper 
Norrland 2012 in terms of a 30min threshold (own table, data: 
ASTRID) 

A2 I2

Driving Times Up to 30 Over 30min

Inhabitants 393.331 114.752

Share of Pop. 77% 23%

Age mean 40,8 45,9

Age p50 40 49

Percent of Population

Age0-4 6% 5%

Age5-24 25% 21%

Age25-59 44% 39%

Age60-84 23% 32%

Age85-107 2% 4%

male 50% 52%

female 50% 48%

LivingAlone 46% 45%

CarInFam 75% 80%

Born in Sw 92% 89%

unmarried 54% 49%

married 32% 35%

divorced 8% 9%

widowed 5% 8%

per 100 non-dependent

Tota lDepRatio 69 90

OldDepRatio 32 52

YouthDepRatio 37 38

Children <5 per 1000 women 15-44

Ferti l i ty Rate 296 322

Inkome 100SEK

DispInk04 1917 1667

Driving to Hospital

median
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The last figure of the results is dedicated to the question, 

what options there are to provide the individuals of the 

inaccessible groups (I1,I2) with accessible medical care in 

form of conventional location fixed facilities.  

With the alluded GIS-tool location-allocation the following 

hypothetical questions were answered: First, given that the 

defined aim is equal access to every inhabitant, how many 

more facilities (hospitals / MDs) would be needed to 

grantee, that nobodies’ traveling time is exceeding 30 

minutes? This was analysed for the 2,8% of the population 

(I1) who lack sufficient MD access as well as for the 23% (I2) 

who lack sufficient hospital access. The required facilities 

can be seen in the bottom maps of. Obviously, the result is 

nothing that could ever be realized but this is not the aim 

here anyway. Rather, this emphasises – in a scientific 

manner – the impossibility of equal access to everyone as 

long as everyone is living so disperse as now in Upper 

Norrland’s inland. The second purpose of this method was 

to find out where the five best locations for hospitals or 

MDs would be in order to cover the inaccessible patients 

from 2012. Best has in this case the meaning of highest 

coverage or, in other words, the highest possible number of 

the presented patients within a 30 min driving time range 

of the facilities. This is naturally connected to the 

population density. So if a new hospital was to be build, it 

would be in one of these locations, given the assumption, 

that the planning authorities want to maximize the 

coverage and reach as many uncovered patients as 

possible. 

These two hypothetical questions were investigated for 

inhabitants inaccessible for MDs as well as for patients 

inaccessible for hospitals. Figure 28 is referring to the MD-

inaccessible patients: 

The upper map of Figure 28 is presenting the 5 most 

suitable new locations for MDs. With them, additional 33% 

of the inaccessible population would be accessible, thus 

able to reach a MD in 30 minutes. The locations are all in 

Norrbotten, three of them close to the Finnish border. This 

shows also were the highest density of inaccessibles is and 

thereby were the highest undersupplied demand is. 

Figure 28: Location-Allocation results. Showing the required 
numbers and locations of MDs in order to cover 100% of the 
population with 30min access (bottom maps). Secondly 
showing, the “best” 5 locations for possible new MDs, given 
the aim to cover as many inhabitants as possible who are 
inaccessible at present. (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 
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The lower map shows the 88 locations for new MDs which 

would be required to cover 100% of the inaccessibles. 

 

Figure 29 is presenting the same two scenarios but for those 

inhabitants inaccessible to hospitals, thus the 23% of the 

entire population with more than 30 min. driving time to 

the next hospital. 

The upper map of Figure 29 is giving the locations that 

would serve best for new complementary hospitals. With 

these hypothetical five new additional hospitals 47 

thousand (41%) of the round 115 thousand inhabitants (I2) 

could be provided. 

Eye-catching is that all but one of the locations are rather 

close to the shoreline. One location is in the inland in the 

east of Vilhelmina, though the other locations would serve 

more patients and are therefore to prefer. Two locations 

are very close to Umeå, one in the north (Robertsfors) and 

one in the south (Nordmaling).  

 

At the end of this chapter, the focus is set on the behaviour 

of variables in reference to the DTs (MDs and Hospitals). In 

other words, correlations are under investigation, whereat 

one must not necessarily assume a underlying causality. 

Error! Reference source not found. is showing the in Stata 

(software) pairwise tested variables. One can observe 

negative correlations (red font) and positive ones (green 

font). The significance level was set up rather high with 

0.01. All relevant correlations are rather weak, the best one 

being CarInFam with 0.11. Therefore, focus will lie on the 

direction of the correlation only. The three age groups 0 to 

59 all correlate negatively with the two different driving 

times, meaning that individuals of that age are more likely 

to have shorter ways. In contrast, the age groups 60 to 107 

are correlating positively as far as they are significant. That 

suggests that being in these age groups increases the 

likelihood to have longer driving times.  

Unlike that, solitarily living individuals have a higher 

likelihood to have shorter traveling times. The circumstance 

of having a car available is likely to be accompanied by a 

longer driving time. Born Swedes, according to the 

Figure 29: Location-Allocation results. Showing the required 
numbers and locations of MDs in order to cover 100% of the 
population with 30min access (bottom maps). Secondly 
showing, the “best” 5 locations for possible new MDs, given 
the aim to cover as many inhabitants as possible who are 
inaccessible at present. (own figure, data: ASTRID; map basis: 
Lantmäteriet©) 
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correlation, have higher chances for longer DTs to the 

nearest MD, but shorter travel times to hospital. 

Men have the likelihood for longer DTs, female the 

opposite. The individual disposable income (DispInk) 

correlates negatively, suggesting that a higher income is 

likely to be accompanied by shorter traveling times. 

The family income, in contrast has a positive correlation 

with the MD driving times. 

Some of the variables were identified as indicators of 

vulnerability with the theory. Depending on the sign of the 

correlation, that can be evaluated as a desirable 

development or the contrary. Individuals of the age 60-107 

have for instance higher risks for higher traveling times and 

since they are more vulnerable and in need due to their age, 

this is a unfortunate coincidence.  

 

Table 7: Correlations between driving times to hospitals and to 
MDs and socioeconomic and –demographic variables, 
year 2012 (own table, data: ASTRID) 

 

 

6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The following paragraphs serve the purpose to interpret the 

results in synergy and to bring the analysis together with 

theory. 

6.1. DRIVING TIME INSIGHTS 

The accessibility of general doctors is nearly congruent with 

the one of all MDs (Chap. 5.5.), while the same similarity is 

present between hospital and specialized doctors. 

Deviations are therefore to see foremost between hospital 

and any MD. 

The driving times to MD in general turned out to be much 

lower than expected. An overwhelming majority of the 

population, even in such remote regions of Sweden like 

Upper Norrland, has very short ways to the nearest MD.  

The high concentration of population in rather few regional 

centres is what makes this possible. At the coast, the best 

coverage is granted and in the inland, most people live close 

to the particular centre of the respective municipality.  

The summarized situation of hospital accessibility is that 

77% of Upper Norrland’s inhabitants have 30min access, 

while less than 10% have to drive more than one hour. 

Despite the fact, that the area outside a 30 min reach covers 

the majority of the land, most of this land is only very 

sparsely populated compared to the urban areas, like 

Umeå. A positive aspect to mention is, that according to the 

concept of activity space (NEMET & BAILEY 2000) those 

individuals who live in extremely remote places, have to 

take on longer travels regularly, also for other services and 

supplies. Therefore, one can assume that they have a more 

extended activity space and perceive distances less grave. 

When assessing the driving times generally, one has to 

recall that these times are only accounting for one way. The 

patient has eventually to drive back again. In addition, 

he/she might have waiting time to endure or other 

incidents like ride prolonging road and weather conditions. 

The latter can be anticipated in northern Sweden 

episodically. Therefore 30 minutes DT can already lead to 

an extensive time effort. 

 

6.2. MEDICAL DOCTORS IN UPPER NORRLAND  

So by now the reader could see from the results, that the 

population density is crucial for the availability of medical 

services. Hospitals are only located in the major cities of 

Upper Norrland. The density of medical doctors is much 

* Sig - l vl  0.01 DT_MD DT_Hosp
DT_Hosp 0.5247* 1
Age 0_4 -0.0127* -0.0152*
Age 5_24 -0.0399* -0.0315*
Age 25_59 -0.0232* -0.0386*
Age 60_84 0.0726* 0.0725*
Age 85_107 -0.0009 0.0287*
LivAlone -0.0395* -0.0169*
CarInFam 0.1122* 0.0685*
ForeignBorn -0.0265* 0.0061*
BornSw 0.0265* -0.0061*
male 0.0277* 0.0139*
female -0.0277* -0.0139*
DispInk -0.0320* -0.0585*
DispInkFam 0.0104* -0.0335*
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lower than Sweden’s average (which is 4) but in most 

municipalities the density increased from 2005 to 2012. 

However, most increases are very low and likely to be 

explained by the decreasing population in these 

municipalities. After all the MD density as a relative value is 

linked to the inhabitants, too. Lycksele for instance, the only 

location with a hospital that showed a decreasing density, 

has not gained inhabitants but lost 2,96% (Table 1). So by 

that, one can assume that MDs left the hospital in Lycksele, 

maybe in favour for the bigger and more important clinic in 

Umeå. A similar effect is very likely for Malå and 

Robertsfors, with the lowest density, which are rather small 

municipalities and close to Umeå and Lycksele respectively. 

That could lead to the closing of medical facilities, since 

many inhabitants might rather go straight to the hospital in 

the neighbouring municipality.  

With respect to an ageing population, one must also 

consider an ageing of MDs as an entity. As presented in the 

results there is definitely a lack of rejuvenescence in most 

rurally dominated municipalities. The affected MDs are by 

majority the general doctors, who work in primary care 

outside of hospitals.  

Newly graduated MDs start with about 25 years their 

working life, as it can be seen in all the hospital hosting 

municipalities. However, if the youngest MD is between 40-

65 years like in Sorsele or Älvsbyn, one can assume that no 

new MDs started working there since 15-40 years. If that is 

the case, than it is also unlikely, that this development will 

turn around in the near future. Continuing these thoughts, 

in 20 to 25 years (from 2012; thus about 2022-2027) all 

these municipalities probably will not have any MDs at all. 

The here drawn development bears the risk of a significant 

deterioration of health care provision in most rural 

municipalities in the near future.  

A solution for this challenge could be a recruitment 

campaign to acquire MDs from other countries, who may 

have worse job prospects in their home countries. In the 

70s something like that did already work in Sweden, with 

Danish doctors back then. 

As it was laid out in the background information about the 

Swedish health care system, public operators are the main 

actor in Sweden, while the private health services have 

merely a secondary role in most regions. In Upper Norrland, 

as found in this thesis, the percentage of privately 

employed MDs is with 6% very low.  

 

6.3. SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC AND -ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

Due to the lack of actual health data, the best indicators for 

health are parameters that determine the vulnerability of a 

group. For this thesis, variables indicating vulnerability or 

need were taken to compare different accessible groups. 

These variables were CarInFam, age, gender, LivingAlone 

and income. 

The assumptions, as explained with Arcury in the theory 

are, that mobility is essential to access (ARCURY ET AL. 2005b 

: 35) and that the circumstance of having a car – at least in 

the family – is increasing the mobility drastically, especially 

since public transport cannot serve as sufficient substitute 

in rural areas (VILHELMSON 1999). Inhabitants without an 

available vehicle in the family are therefore classified as 

more vulnerable. Age is surely connected to mobility, too, 

since minors cannot drive on their own and very old 

patients are often limited, depending on their state of mind 

and physical abilities. However, age is also a strong indicator 

for need as Yamamoto (2013) states, so that especially the 

extreme ages (young and old) are most often in need of 

medical care. 

There are many health-behaviour studies (ARCURY ET AL. 

2005b : 34, 2005a : 150 ff.; LITVA & EYLES 1995; WARDLE ET AL. 

2004) according to which men tend to live a less healthy and 

more risky lifestyle than women. This is why male mortality 

is higher than female and why women tend to live 

statistically longer. However, when it comes to the need 

and attendance of medical services women exceed men. 

Morbidity or disability rates are higher for women and they 

have special needs related to maternity health care. Thus 

women can be perceived as more vulnerable or more often 

in need of health care. I1 and I2 show that males have a tiny 

majority in both inaccessible groups. The correlation table 

also states that being male often falls together with longer 
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DTs compared to female. This could be perceived as 

fortunate for women and their health care needs.  

The dummy variable Born in Sweden, turned out to have 

only slight deviations between the accessible and 

inaccessible groups (A1,A2;i1;2). Between A1 and I1 there is 

no change at all with both groups having 91% Swedish born 

inhabitants. In the Hospital case (A2,I2), one can observe a 

difference of 3 percentage point, stating, that within the 

group of inaccessibles (I2) there is a higher share of foreign 

born than in the accessible groups (A2). This deviation is not 

very strong. Nevertheless, as Burström (2002) holds, 

foreign born tend to have a lower accessibility, so to speak 

are more vulnerable. A finding that is underlined by the 

correlation table: Foreign-born correlates positively with 

hospital driving times and negatively with MD driving times. 

This could hint to a concentration of foreign born in urban 

outskirts. 

 

LIVING ALONE 

Similar behaviour-researches can be found that suggest 

furthermore, that solitarily living individuals have poorer 

health-behaviour than those who live together with a 

partner. Married individuals tend to invest more in 

maintaining good health (WARDLE ET AL. 2004). The variable 

LivingAlone, which was explained in the method section, is 

on this account indicating the particular way of life. The 

individuals listed as living alone are then perceived as more 

vulnerable. From Table 6 one could learn, that this variable 

shows deviations between the accessible and inaccessible 

groups. The results tell of two different situations. An 

assumption one could have is, that the share of single living 

individuals should be higher in the agglomerated areas. 

That is seemingly correct, since the value for A2 is higher, 

though the difference is with 1% negligible. In the case of 

the MD diving times, the groups A1 and I1 differ 4% points 

in favour for the inaccessible areas. There could be 

explanatory attempts, referring to the degree of 

conservatism in rural areas or similar but in fact, the 

deviations are far too little to justify that. 

 

 

INCOME 

The last of the indicators is the disposable income. As 

alluded in the theory (with reference to: BRONSTEIN & 

MORRISEY 1990; BURSTRÖM 2002; ENGSTER 2014; GERDTHAM & 

SUNDBERG 1998), income and occupation are influencing 

health on several levels. On the one hand it plays a roll on a 

behavioural level, since it was shown (ANDERSEN 1995; 

ENGSTER 2014) that individuals’ social environment is 

determining how they perceive their own health and how 

they deal with health issues. On the other hand the 

disposable money can be critical in the choice of consulting 

a MD or not (BURSTRÖM 2002; GERDTHAM & SUNDBERG 1998). 

In that relation traveling cost and OOP expenses are to 

name (MACKINNEY ET AL. 2014). An additional aspect is that 

more wealthy patients are more likely to travel further than 

imperative just to get a better/ more advanced treatment 

compared to the one the nearest facility offers. One 

example for this kind of behaviour was given from (OAKLEY 

1993) in the theory. 

Applied on the case of Upper Norrland one can state, that 

for one thing, there is a negative correlation between 

driving times and the individual disposable income. 

Consequently are shorter driving times more likely to occur 

together with higher income. When considering a causality 

here, there are two options. Firstly, higher salaries allow 

individuals to reside in better and more central locations, 

which offer better access to health care. Secondly, 

accessible areas, which tend to be the urban ones, offer 

higher salaries, possibly due to higher living expenses.  

The Disposable family income on the other hand is 

correlating positively with MD driving times. That could be 

explained by the fact that this kind of income is always 

higher for people with a family / married persons, since the 

family income is the sum of the family members’ incomes. 

Given the assumption, which is backed up by the data from 

the 4 accessibility groups (Table 6), that the share of 

married persons is higher outside the main urban areas, the 

positive correlation of driving times (to MDs) and family 

income is logical. 
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AGE GROUPS 

The distribution of the driving times across age groups 

(Figure 22 and Figure 23) tells, that the very old inhabitants 

(85-107) seem to live in average closer to general doctors 

but further away from hospitals, so probably they live 

foremost in the rural areas. The youngest (0-4) on the other 

hand have longer ways without obvious reasons. One 

explanation could be, that in the very dens populated 

centres there are less children and that they concentrate 

rather in the outskirts of the urban areas. One also must 

keep in mind, that the age groups are not holding the same 

amount of people, and therefore a smaller groups can 

deviate more easily compared to a rather big group, where 

extreme values are less influential. 

One should also take the theoretical thoughts in 

consideration, which describe the development of health 

needs and costs during lifetime (YAMAMOTO 2013). In the 

case of Upper Norrland one recognises, that especially the 

elderly (60+) and the very young (0-4) have a disadvantage 

in accessing hospitals, though they are the age groups with 

the highest needs.  

It can be assumed, that maybe the 60-84 age old, in any 

case the 85-107 years old have a limited mobility, since they 

might not be able to make a long car-drive to the next 

hospital. The very young (0-4) patients have surely parents, 

who ensure their mobility, but very old people (85-107) do 

not necessarily have a person to rely on. 

In the case of Upper Norrland, there are two correlations 

with the driving times to MDs worth mentioning that are 

connected to the Age groups. The Age groups 0-4 is 

correlating negatively, meaning, that being in this age is 

likely to come with lower driving times. Since this is a 

vulnerable age group, this is a good situation. On the other 

side, the age group 60-84 is correlating positively. This is a 

rather unfortunate situation since this age group has higher 

needs and is more vulnerable, but has at the same time 

statistically longer driving times. 

 

 

                                                                 
1 f(x) = 0.007269686491 * 1.099757934352x 

Location-Allocation 

The results of the Location-Allocation tool showed, that 

even if one or more new hospitals were to be build, their 

locations would not be far into the inland. The reason is the 

low population density there, where a hospital would come 

with high expenses, just to care for few patients every day. 

When interpreting those results, one starts to understand 

why the hospitals are where they are and why the task of 

providing the hinterland with sufficient hospital accessibility 

is so difficult. Areas, which are outside the 30 minutes 

threshold today, but are not to be counted among the most 

remote regions in Upper Norrland, would benefit from the 

new hospital locations. However, the inhabitants, who have 

to drive the longest ways today, who live in remote small 

places in mountainous region would not benefit. 

Figure 30 demonstrates the relation between the 30min-

covered population and the number of required hospitals. 

The curve is presenting one possible function of this relation 

in Upper Norrland. It is based on two calculated points, 

77/11 and 100/98 (x: % of population/y: hospitals) which 

were then used to deduce a fitting function1. 

The general idea is that the characteristics of population 

distribution are determining how efficient the inhabitants 

can be covered with a service like hospitals. With a perfectly 

random and thus even distribution (neither clustered nor 

Figure 30: Relation between numbers of 
hospitals and covered population, solid line 
represents the function, the dashed one 
links the actual points (own Figure) 
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disperse), this relation would be linear, since every hospital 

would cover about the same amount of inhabitants. 

However this is not the case in Upper Norrland, where one 

can observe a strong clustering in regional centres on the 

one hand, what makes the covering very effective and on 

the other hand huge areas with dispersal distributed 

population in the sparely inhabited hinterland, where one 

hospital can cover only few individuals. With an eye on 

Figure 30 one can state, also from previous results, that 

more than half of the population is fairly easy to cover. 

Actually 11 hospitals are covering about 77%. However the 

required number of hospitals to cover the remaining part of 

the population is increasing exponentially and the evidence 

for that theory can also be seen in Figure 29, where 98 

hospitals would be necessary to cover 100% of the 

population. 

The results of the location-allocation analysis are perceived 

to be a scientifically and methodically solid grounded 

evidence to justify the argument, that equal access is not 

possible to achieve, at least not with conventional methods. 

 

EQUAL ACCESS FOR WHAT PRICE 

Previously it was given proof, that the driving times, and 

with it the accessibility for the inhabitants of Upper 

Norrland, are not equally distributed. In fact half of the 

inhabitants doing together merely one tenth of the 

cumulative distance (Figure 20). When taking theorists like 

Rawls, Daniels or the first principle of Swedish health care 

into account, one would be animated to bemoan these 

inequalities. However, in the considerations of the thesis’ 

author, the geographic circumstances of Upper Norrland 

must be taken seriously. In a way, this is also the point 

where very different theoretical tenets collide: On the one 

hand there is egalitarianism in the theories of justice, which 

is emphasising the equality as highly important. On the 

other hand the Utilitarianism, where merely the total 

outcome counts, regardless of the individual (OLSEN 1997). 

To recapitulate, the area of Upper Norrland is vast and 

generally sparsely populated, whereas the majority of 

population is clustering in the regional centres.  

Same health care opportunities for everyone, everywhere, 

in the way the egalitarianism suggests it, cannot be granted 

in the present quality one can observe in the regional major 

cities like Umeå. The health care services would have to be 

much more rudimentary and less high technologized in 

order to have facilities all over Upper Norrland. Daniels, 

who is admittedly not a strait egalitarianist, describes a core 

goal of health care is to ensure “normal species functioning” 

(DANIELS 2008 : 42), so the just pictured situation might be 

sufficient in his eyes. It would be equal for everyone but 

neither cost-effective nor suitable for treatments that are 

more complex. It would be sufficient but merely in a basic 

way. The Utilitarianists strive to maximise the utility and 

therefore value the welfare of the majority over the one of 

the individuals (OLSEN 1997 : 627). This tenet is hardly 

compatible with the Swedish commitment to public welfare 

ideas or the principles of Swedish health care, since it would 

in its pureness lead to an extensive negligence of rural 

disperse living inhabitants and their health care needs. 

In a way the situation of 2012, which was described here, is 

the result of a health care management matching neither of 

both theories. It has much more in common with the more 

modern maximin tenet of Rawls, stating that inequality 

exists, what is legitimate under the condition that all 

reasonably possible is done to improve the situation for the 

least advantaged in society (HARE 1973; LYONS 1972; OLSEN 

1997) 

 

“in the context of health, maximin emerges as 

a more sensible rule than strong egalitarian-

ism.” (OLSEN 1997 : 628) 

 

In the opinion of the thesis’ author, Rawls’ maximin is the 

best theoretical approach to cope with the supply 

difficulties in the remote and mostly rural region of Upper 

Norrland. However, it comes to a degree with the downside 

of surrendering rural areas in favour for the regional 

centres, like Umeå in this case. Reason for that is as 

mentioned, that the problematic of providing the 

dispersedly and remotely living inhabitants comes rapidly to 

the point, where expenses are increasing exponentially. 
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After all money is still one of the most direct limiting factors. 

The conflict between utility and equality is not only an issue 

in this context, but also present in all kinds of regional 

planning of supply infrastructure, for instance education.  

 

 

7. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

By now the reader had an insight in the difficulties involved 

in the health care supply in Upper Norrland. Earlier (3.4.) 

alternative ways were described which can help to address 

the lack of medical accessibility in rural areas. Admittedly, 

none of these concepts would improve the access in case of 

emergencies but they would help inhabitants of remote 

places to spare more attention for their health and health 

behaviour. Prevention must still gain more attention in this 

regard. An enforced promoting of health in a holistic way as 

advised also by the Health Behavier Model (HBM by ADAY & 

ANDERSEN 1975) is a complementary strategy to be 

recommend. Ideally, that can increase the health and 

wellbeing of the population by building awareness for 

healthy respectively risky behaviour. As local example the 

Västerbotten Intervention Program VIP can be named, 

which is collecting examination data about cardiovascular 

diseases since more than 2 decades (NORBERG ET AL. 2010). 

With this medical data risk factors were determined, that 

can now be traced in screenings (NORBERG ET AL. 2010). 

Patients can then be made aware of risks early on. 
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The difficulty of providing the inhabitants of Upper Norrland 

with well accessible health care was laid out in this thesis. It 

poses a sever challenge for the competent authorities and 

is fuelled by an ageing population, medical advancement as 

well as a migration from rural to urban areas.  

The presented study managed, to generate accurate 

individual driving times for 2012’s inhabitants and to 

elaborate an accessibility profile of Upper Norrland. 

The main finding state, that the overwhelming majority of 

inhabitants have very short driving times. Over 80% need to 

drive ten minutes or less to reach the next medical doctor. 

Half of the people can access a hospital within ten minutes 

or less. The share of inaccessible individuals, who have 

more than 30 min to travel, is low and their distributed 

foremost dispersedly in the inland. In numbers, 2,8% are 

inaccessible to MDs, whereas for hospital care this share is 

23%. In reference of the relation between age and driving 

times, most important is, that 60 and more year-old 

inhabitants have significantly longer driving times, 

especially compare to the years 5 to 59. 

Reasonable access for the hinterland cannot be provided 

with conventional location based services. These regions 

are moreover endangered of losing the remaining MDs due 

to migration and a lack of rejuvenescence. In the long run 

the competent planners and authorities must instead 

envisage the other mentioned and already in places existing 

alternatives, like virtual, smart or mobile health care. 

In the rural areas, one must hold on to the existing facilities 

as long as possible. Especially when services like maternity 

care are affected, which is important, since they are often 

perceived vital for the viability of rural spaces.  

The sociodemographic and –economic characteristics of 

the inaccessible share of the population were proven to 

have overproportioned factors that indicate risk and 

vulnerability, like age or gender. Another vulnerable group 

that was identified are the round 20% of the inaccessible 

population without a car in the near family. It would be 

interesting to investigate in a future study, how people with 

such deficits in mobility meet their needs without an 

automobile.  

The used method, especially the network analyst toolset 

was found well suitable for generating individual driving 

times and offers numerous ways to be applied not only in 

geography of health but also in the a more ample filed of 

planning based on spatial analysis. Tough geographic 

information systems and their capabilities are known for 

decades and are utilized more and more, they still have not 

gained the significant position they deserve within the 

spectrum of quantitative methods. This thesis therefore 

also contributes to an increased awareness of GIS 

capabilities and scopes of application. 

 

FUTURE STUDIES 

In complementary studies the hospital doctors respectively 

specialists could be distinguished in further types. Since the 

ASTRID information about the specialization of MDs was 

limited, other ways of raising these data would have to be 

explored. Another aim could be to include the on-call 

emergency services, meaning locations where an 

ambulance or helicopter is stationed to attend local 

emergency cases rapidly. A related approach could also be 

to include facilities located just outside the borders of 

Upper Norrland. These facilities could be in neighbouring 

regions of Sweden, but also across the border in Norway or 

Finland. Some areas in Upper Norrland are closer to a 

Norwegian hospital then to a Swedish one and there are 

already cooperation in the field of health care. Especially 

the rural border regions of Sweden, Norway and Finland are 

predestined to benefit from activities like the newly 

established “Strategic plan for cross-border collaboration in 

health care, 2017-2019” (NORRBOTTENS LÄNS LANDSTING 2017). 

As mentioned before, no actual health data was used, since 

they underlie stricter privacy protection directives. 

However, using such health data would be one possible 

next step to investigate, whether the described less 

accessible and more vulnerable groups do in fact have 

lower health. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix, Figure 31: Financing flow in Swedish healthcare (ANELL ET AL. 2012 : 57) 

 

 
Appendix, Figure 32: Differences in salaries across various groups of MDs in Upper Norrland 2012 
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privat 56.330,9   124
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female 62.119,4   907

Gen 65.239,1   411
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Spec 52.844,4   34
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